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ABSTRACT

This study incorporated a landscape-scale geophysical approach to locate and excavate
buried households in the commoner settlement area at the Maya site of Actuncan, Belize. The
goal of this study is to provide a better understanding of the organization and spatial patterning
of commoner Maya housing groups in the northern settlement area at Actuncan, Belize. To
accomplish this, I have sought to use anomaly signatures from a magnetometry survey of this
area to locate buried patio-focused groups and other structures not visible from the surface. The
excavations targeted anomalies in areas that most resembled the areas of enhanced magnetism
corresponding to patio-focused groups visible on the ground surface. Interpretations of the
excavated remains was then made by considering the nature of architectural features, analysis of
the artifact assemblages, and previously discovered remains in the vicinity of the excavations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This study incorporated a landscape-scale geophysical approach to locate and excavate buried
households in the commoner settlement area at the Maya site of Actuncan, Belize. The
availability of landscape-scale gradiometer data in the northern commoner settlement area at
Actuncan makes this an ideal site for understanding the organization of a Maya community and
refining our understanding of the magnetic signature of buried households (LeCount et al. 2019).
During the Terminal Preclassic period (175 BCE to 300 CE), Actuncan was the largest center in
the Mopan River Valley and the earliest site to exercise control over the region (LeCount and
Yaeger 2010). Continued ground-truthing of magnetic signatures will allow for a better
understanding of both the spatial patterning and nature of housing groups at this important
political center. In this area of the lowlands, Maya commoners lived either in large joint families
whose members resided in houses surrounding a patio (called a patio-focused group) or smaller
arrangements in which people lived in more informally organized groups or single dwellings
(Ashmore 1981). At Actuncan, patio-focused groups visible from the ground surface have
previously been excavated in Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7, some of which have also been
geophysically surveyed (LeCount et al. 2019). For those that have, their magnetic signatures
display large, complexly organized clusters of anomalies in the gradiometer data. It is
hypothesized that buried patio-focused groups in the Northern Settlement Area will be more
similar to anomalies from known groups than to non-house areas. Further, my previous
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research on artifact densities has shown that commoner households have higher densities of
certain artifacts such as obsidian, slate and groundstone than non-house areas, a pattern that will
be used to independently determine the cultural context of deposits found in ground-truth
excavations (Tidwell 2018).
The Maya Site of Actuncan, Belize
The site of Actuncan is located on a ridge above the western bank of the Mopan River
near the border of Guatemala, in the upper Belize River valley (Figure 1.1). The occupation of
this site dates from around 1000 BCE until it was abandoned around 1000 CE (LeCount et al.
2019; Mixter 2016: 21). The presence of local natural resources, fertile alluvial soils and access
to trade along the river system, caused the upper Belize River valley to be a particularly
economically advantaged area. This area also supported a particularly high population density
for areas outside Peten, where the largest Classic Maya centers such as Tikal are located. These
factors contributed to the location of numerous major centers in close proximity to each other
(LeCount and Yaeger 2010; Mixter 2016: 17-18).
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Figure 1.1 Map of the Belize River Valley (From LeCount et al. 2019)

During the Terminal Preclassic period (175 BCE-300 CE), Actuncan was the largest
center in the Mopan River Valley (Figure 1.2) and the earliest site to exercise control over the
region (LeCount and Yaeger 2010). However, by the end of the Early Classic period (300-600
CE) control had shifted to Buenavista del Cayo, and in the Late Classic period (600-780 CE), it
shifted again to the nearby site of Xunantunich (LeCount and Yaeger 2010). As Xunantunich
began to lose power and influence in the Terminal Classic period (780-1000 CE), individual
communities began to develop their own local systems of government. At Actuncan, non-royal
households formed the core of a new sovereign community without the material trappings of
divine
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kingship. Under this new leadership there was a resurgence of civic construction and ritual
activity until its decline and eventual abandonment sometime after the Terminal Classic period
(Mixter 2016:33-34).

Figure 1.2 Hillshade map of Actuncan (Map by Borislava Simova).

Previous research conducted at the site of Actuncan, performed by the Actuncan
Archaeological Project (AAP), has focused on how Maya leaders consolidated authority
formerly held at a household level (LeCount and Keller 2011:1). The beginnings of divine
kingship became apparent in the archaeological record during the Preclassic period with the
4

appearance of the hieroglyphic symbol ahaw and the elaboration of civic structures (Freidel and
Schele 1998: 548). Ahaw refers to a group consisting of gods, ancestors and living people
believed to be endowed with supernatural powers (Freidel and Schele 1998: 548). The creation
of this group of people, which included the rulers, was essential to the establishment of divine
kingship. To better understand this process, the AAP has taken a unique approach by
investigating the organizational changes to households during the formation of divine kingship to
determine how rulers institutionalized political power. This approach is not often explored in
Maya archaeology, with most researchers focusing on monuments and tombs of rulers to answer
questions concerning divine kingship.
Actuncan is an architecturally impressive site but had a small number of elite and
commoner households. Elites lived on top of tall single structures (Structures 29, 41, and 73) on
the eastern and southern edge of the main plaza (Plaza C), while the commoners lived in patiofocused groups and other arrangements on the northern side of the site (LeCount et al. 2019: 9).
All patio-focused groups (Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7) visible from the surface have been
excavated in previous field seasons (LeCount et al. 2019: 6). Ancient Maya houses were multistage constructions, whether they are organized as patio-focused groups, informal groups or
single houses. Substructure platforms were elevated foundations filled with rock and
anthropogenic materials that were faced with stone facades. In the Terminal Preclassic, facades
were made of cut-limestone blocks, which were replaced with river cobbles in the Terminal
Classic period (LeCount et al. 2019: 9). River cobbles were often used as retaining walls to
stabilize fill. On top these platforms houses were made of perishable materials such as waddle
and daub, but some house foundations were made of masonry. Through time these groups
increased in size and complexity as the household advanced through the stages of the
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developmental cycle (Tourtellot 1988). Groups 1, 5 and 7 are the oldest known commoner
households, dating to the Terminal Preclassic period, and were placed near the aguada (water
hole) with Groups 1 and 5 being less than 100 meters from Structure 19, the central range
structure (LeCount et al. 2019: 9). Groups 2, 3 and 6 were founded during the Classic period and
placed to the north and east of the original households (LeCount et al. 2019: 9).
These households produced substantial artifacts that can be used as archaeological
indices to identify the function of platforms. Not all platforms are the foundations of residential
structures. Platforms could support workshops, outbuildings, kitchens, storage buildings, and
champas (field houses) or serve as flat activity areas raised above the muddy ground surface. The
fill of public plazas can also mimic residential platforms because they contain fill debris from
many different contexts including households. Because ground-truthing reveals only small
windows into the subsurface it can be difficult to interpret the context of the excavations from
architectural features alone. Therefore, analysis of the artifact assemblages should aid in
interpretation of these context because the activities that took place within different spaces were
constrained by the habitus of the members of a culture. Habitus should lead to statistically
significant differences in the artifact assemblages found there. In particular, households are
spaces in which a multitude of daily activities are carried out. It is the central location for
preparation and consumption of food. It can also be the location of production activities that
occur at the household level. For these reasons I hypothesize that households will display a
higher density of artifacts certain classes than nondomestic contexts.
The Actuncan Master Artifact Database has been constructed to aid in reconstructing the
function of archaeological deposits at the site. Each season, the AAP inventories the artifacts in
each lot by the total amount of soil excavated, as well as the type, number and weight of all
6

artifact classes (ceramics, lithic, jutes, daub, obsidian, marine shell, bone, groundstone, slate and
plaster) recovered from that lot. All materials from each field season conducted by the AAP are
recorded in separate annual databases. In 2017, I compiled all yearly inventories into a master
database that was used to conduct an analysis of artifact densities (total number of each artifact
type/cubic meters of soil excavated) for noble, elite, commoner and public contexts (civic
structures, plazas, etc.) across all time-periods (Tidwell 2018). My analysis showed much higher
artifact densities in elite and common residential context than in public contexts across all timeperiods. Further, important differences between elite and commoner residences were revealed.
Slate and obsidian densities were higher in commoner households than elite household contexts
across all time-periods. These materials are almost exclusively debitage and was interpreted as
the material remains from production of craft items (stone tools and slate ornaments). This
pattern lends evidence to suggest that production of these good likely occurred on a household
level. During the Late and Terminal Classic periods groundstone densities were also higher in
commoner context possibly as a result of commoners processing food to provision elites, to sell
at markets, to give as tribute to Xunantunich, or all of these practices.
Actuncan’s Geophysical Survey and Ground-truthing Program
At the site of Actuncan, remote sensing surveys were conducted by Chester Walker (2012) at
multiple locations during the summer of 2011, including the Northern Settlement Area that
contains commoner houses. In the Northern Settlement Area, data was collected on 48,246
square meters (11.9 acres) using a Bartington 601-2 Fluxgate Gradiometer. This survey produced
a map of subsurface magnetic gradients resulting from local variations in the Earth's magnetic
field caused by natural soils and rocks, as well as cultural disturbances, such as the digging of
house foundations and depositing of anthropogenic materials, into the undisturbed substrate
7

(Figure 1.3). Some of these magnetic signatures can be classified as a specific anomaly type
based on the consistency of strength, shape, and type of signature. A sample of each anomaly
type must be ground-truthed to confidently interpret these signatures as specific cultural remains.
The current project is particularly interested in identifying the anomaly signature of buried
domestic structures.
Over the course of two 2014 field seasons, a total of twenty ground-truth units tested sixteen
magnetic signatures and two areas with normal magnetism (Blitz et al. 2012; Millar 2015; also
see LeCount et al. 2019:12). Ground-truthing units located at four magnetic signatures on the
eastern edge of the survey area revealed an equal number of buried platforms or perishable
structures. Two of these signatures are found within areas of enhanced magnetism similar to
those signatures produced by households visible on the ground surface and two others were
linear dipoles. On the western side of the survey area, six units testing rectangular patterns with
weak magnetic centers showed evidence of agricultural field systems (LeCount et al. 2019: 14).
A unit placed parallel to Structure 90 to test a linear dipole signature revealed a terrace wall
made from large cut-limestone blocks. Units testing amorphous signatures produced less reliable
results, revealing diverse archaeological remains such as cut-and-fill activities and burnt features.
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Figure 1.3 Magnetic gradient map (From Chester Walker).
Theresa Heindel (2017, 2018) excavated both buried and visible stone terraces on the
eastern slopes of the aguada drainage to better understand the agricultural field systems first
identified in the magnetic gradient map. Parts of two field systems, defined by earthen ditches,
stone terraces and champas, as well as a special use construction associated with Structure 90
were excavated on the western slopes of the ridgetop above the drainage from the aguada (public
water hole). The field systems were located in an open area between Groups 5, 6, and 7, with
System 1 located near the bottom and System 2 near the top of the drainage. The special use
structure is north of Group 7 and overlooking Requena Creek into which the aguada drainage
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flows. Although AAP was successful in correlating some magnetic signatures to archaeological
remains, researchers point out that much more work is needed in this area to confidently interpret
magnetic signatures.
New Ground-truthing Locations
My investigations build upon this previous research and attempts to expand our
understanding of commoner households in the Northern Settlement Area of the site. To further
test the reliability of using the magnetometer survey to locate buried remains, four clusters of
anomalies were selected for excavation (Figure 1.4). The first, (Subop 54A-D), is located in the
northeastern portion of the survey area. This anomaly consists of linear dipoles that form a
corner. This anomaly is found within the densest concentration of anomalies of the four being
test and most resembles the enhanced anomaly clusters of known household groups. The second,
(Subop 54E-H), is located in the northwest corner of the survey area to the north of Group 7 near
test units excavated by Jane Millar and Theresa Heindel. This anomaly is rectilinear in form
with a center of less magnetic strength. It is located to the northwest of a known structure
(Structure 90) with additional anomalies lightly clustered in the area. The third, (Subop 54I-J),
is located in the southwestern corner of the survey area between Groups 6 and 7. This anomaly
consist of a small cluster of complex dipoles with linear dipole signatures to the north and east.
It is located to the east of a known terrace system (Agricultural Field System 2) within a
moderately dense cluster of anomalies. The final anomaly, (Subop 54K), tested is located to the
east of Group 3. This anomaly is a set of complex dipoles located within a dense “checkerboard”
cluster of anomalies.
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Figure 1.4 Excavation locations

Predictions
It is hypothesized that magnetic signatures which most closely resemble the enhanced
magnetic signatures from known house groups are more likely to represent buried house groups
or structures than those that do not. To provide a second line of evidence for determining the
function of archaeological remains found in my suboperations, I compare artifact indices from
structure types (common households, elite households, noble households, civic structures, and
plazas) generated from the Master Database to my materials. My previous work with the Master
Database indicates that households should contain higher frequencies of obsidian and slate than
those found in public plazas, civic buildings or open settlement areas. Therefore, it is predicted
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that differences in artifact assemblages can be used to determine the context (e.g. households,
civic structures, etc.) of remains found in the ground-truthed excavations.
Organization of Thesis
In the following chapters I will discuss the research performed at the site of Actuncan,
Belize and the subsequent analysis and conclusions. In Chapter two I will review the relevant
background of research into Maya household studies. I will then present the theoretical
background that has shaped this study. In Chapter three I will discuss the history and methods
behind remote sensing with particular attention to magnetic surveys. I will also discuss past
remote sensing surveys within the Maya lowlands and the previous work that has taken place at
Actuncan. In Chapter 4, I will describe the results of my ground-truthing excavations in the
Northern Settlement Area. Chapter 5 will present the results of artifact analysis from these
excavations, including a statistical comparison of the ground-truthed artifact assemblages to
those from known contexts generated from the Master Database. Finally, Chapter 6 will be a
discussion of the conclusion that can be drawn from this research.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND THEORY

In this chapter I will discuss how practice-based approaches can help lead to a more indepth understanding of Maya commoner settlement areas. I will begin with a brief review of
household studies and their importance to Maya archaeology as a whole. I will follow this with a
brief discussion of the early approaches that helped to form the foundations of practice theory. I
will then discuss a number of practice-based approaches that have been developed and how they
can be applied to an increased understanding of commoner settlement areas. Finally, I will
discuss my research and how these theories have helped to shape my analysis of materials
remains collected in ground-truthing units at four different locations in Actuncan’s Northern
Settlement Area.
Maya Household Archaeology Studies
This study seeks to add to the archaeological record of Maya commoners, which has been
a historically underrepresented group within Maya archaeology (Lohse 2014). In Maya
archaeology today much of the research continues to be focused on the elite members of society,
despite the fact that commoners made up 90 to 98 percent of the population (Lohse 2014: 81).
This uneven treatment of commoners has resulted from a number of different factors, including
an inherent theoretical fixation on elites (Lohse 2014: 82). It also could be
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argued that the relative ease of locating elite structures compared to commoner contexts also
presents a challenge to closing this research gap. Many large monuments, civic structures, and
elite households were built of stone and therefore remain visible above the ground surface
centuries after a site has been abandoned. In contrast, commoner housing was built using less
stone and more perishable materials, which over time are only visible from the ground surface as
small mounds or ephemeral arrangements of rocks and/or artifacts. In upland tropical
environments where soil layers are deep, low constructions can be completely buried by natural
forces including allogenic (additive depositional forces such as colluviation and alluviation) and
authigenic (bioturbation) processes (Johnston 2002:8). Particularly vulnerable are small domestic
platforms, agricultural terraces, water management features, boundary walls, and other low
features (Hutson et al. 2007; Wyatt 2012). Therefore, the only way to gain a true understanding
of the lives of commoners within a society is through remote sensing research to find buried
features of their settlements, as well as the use of practice-based approaches to provide a more
nuanced view of the day-to-day activities in these settlement areas.
Maya household studies began in the 1950 at the site of Barton Ramie, where Gordon
Willey, James Bullard, James Gifford and other colleagues conducted the first settlement survey
and excavations (Chase and Garber 2004). This research would revolutionize Maya archaeology
by focusing on commoner and elite households rather than royal palaces or civic monuments
within the core of large sites. The settlement patterns of the ancient Maya in central-western
Belize were focused around the Belize River and its surrounding terrain (Chase and Garber 2004:
3). Agriculture was, and still is, difficult along the coastal plain from the Caribbean Sea inland
approximately 30 kilometers due to poor soil. Only land within the flood plain of the rivers,
which receive nutrients deposited from upland soils, can sustain settlements. Therefore, the
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densest ancient settlements were located along the banks of the Belize River above the point
where it flows into the broad savanna plain (Chase and Garber 2004: 3). There are important
compositional differences in sites along the river. In the central Belize Valley, settlements are
cluster in the floodplain and along the first terrace of the Belize River. Like the settlement
excavated at Barton Ramie, most of these communities consist of multiple small mounds widely
distributed over the landscape (Chase and Garber 2004: 4). Upstream, the land becomes hillier,
especially west of the confluence of the Macal and Mopan Rivers, which form the Belize River
near the modern town of San Ignacio. Sites such as Xunantunich and Actuncan, located on high
hilltops above the Mopan River, have more concentrated settlements with large-scale
architecture (Chase and Garber 2004: 4).
Households in ancient Maya settlements were not restricted to single structures housing a
nuclear family. Like many nonindustrial, agrarian societies throughout the world, Maya
households consisted of extended families residing together in multiple structures, most of which
were arranged around patios (Haviland 1988: 122). At Maya sites, most households are
identified as two or more structures located on top a stone-lined platform, which support larger
dwelling units and smaller specialized buildings dedicated to a variety of domestic, as well as
ritual uses (Tourtellot 1988: 98). Many of these structures faced inward toward a central patio,
and this arrangement is the source of their commonly used names: patio-focused groups, patio
groups or plazuelas. At his excavations in Seibal, Gair Tourtellot (1988: 102) estimated that up
to 85.7% of the structures in a patio-group were dwellings with the remaining 14.3%
representing ancillary structures. This pattern is nearly identical to the numbers reported from
Tikal (Tourtellot 1988: 102). According to Tourtellot (1988: 99), the number of structures
reflect a household’s stage in a development cycle and is not an indicator of social status. Single
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isolated structures may represent households at the beginning of their development cycle or may
be the result of family fissioning in which members of patio groups expanded beyond the limits
of their platform and built new structures nearby (Tourtellot 1988: 115).
This development cycle has been observed in ethnographic research of a modern Maya
descent group, the Zinacantecos of Mexico by Evon Vogt (1970). The development cycle begins
with a married couple moving to a piece of land that can be farmed, where they build the first
structure in which to live. These initial structures can be identified archaeologically as the oldest
structure in a patio group, which over time has been renovated repeatedly. Therefore, it will
commonly be the largest and most complexly organized house compared to other structures
(Haviland 1988: 123). In the patrilineal Maya household, when the founding couple’s children
reach adulthood and marry, the sons will build or move into adjacent structures within the patio
group (Vogt 1970: 49). The son will incur a debt, which must be repaid to the father, as a result
of the marriage agreement. Once this debt has been paid the couple may move to their own land
where the development cycle will begin again or remain in the patrilineal home as the new
patriarchal family (Vogt 1970: 50).
Ancient Communities
Following studies of the Barton Ramie site, which lacked a monumental ceremonial
center, Maya archaeologists concluded that a full understanding of the ancient Maya relied on an
increased focus on settlement areas which had been long neglected (Robin 2003: 311). This
realization led to the development of household archaeology as an important facet of Maya
archaeology (Ashmore 1981). Many early models of Maya society failed to incorporate the role
of the commoner in society which has resulted in acceptance of untested, possibly erroneous,
interpretations of the archaeological record (Robin 2003: 316). Household archaeology in recent
16

decades has moved from simple descriptions of architectural form and function to how
residential units interacted within a broader social sphere, particularly at the community level
(Canuto and Yaeger 2000). This research has played an important role in a shifting focus of
archaeology as a whole from studies that sought functional and descriptive explanations, to
studies that focus on the people, practices, and meanings within past societies (Robin 2003: 308).
These studies show households not as static entities in the archaeological record, but as social,
economic, political and symbolically meaningful units that interacted with the broader social
realm (Robin 2003: 308). While Maya commoners made up the vast majority of the population
throughout the Maya world, studies have shown that commoner settlements were made up of a
diverse group of people such as farmers, landless laborers, servants, and crafts people that took
part in a wide range of activities (Robin 2003: 318). These factors make investigations into
practices of this group of people all the more crucial to understanding ancient Maya society.
Maya archaeologists excavating mounds within settlement zones have documented that
they are mostly residential, particularly large mounds that contain multiple platforms around a
patio (Ashmore and Wilk 1988: 98). These patio groups represent a common household solution
to preindustrial agrarian resource risk and scarcity (Ashmore and Wilk 1988: 122). Extended
family groups live together as a household because they pool resources, similar to the way
modern Maya descent groups who live in patio groups do. According to ethnographer Evon
Vogt (1970: 50), the success of modern Maya households depends on a pooling of resources and
labor by men who work together to produce maize for the household and women who grind and
cook the maize. This economy of household practices also extends to the spatial organization of
households and fields. The more intensive agriculture becomes the closer farmers want to live to
their fields. This arrangement gives modern and ancient Maya settlement areas an open “garden-
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city” appearance with households spaced far enough apart to allow for agricultural fields around
them (Tourtellot 1993: 222).
It cannot be said that Maya households are purely “domestic” places nor are they solely
houses. Many activities occurred within domestic spaces that connect them to the larger social
landscape. They acted as the location for public ritual performances and political meetings, as
well as being important locations for the production of surplus goods used for paying taxes,
maintaining patron-client exchange relations or engaging in market activities (Robin 2003: 312).
Following Killion’s (1992) house-lot model, many Maya archaeologists now incorporate a larger
and more diverse area around the house into their studies. In this model household space
includes zones outside house, including patio-courtyards, residential terraces, open yards, or
agricultural ﬁelds. These models began to take shape when ethnoarchaeologists working in rural
settlements first identified “house-lots” (Hayden and Cannon 1983; Deal 1985). Similar models
began to be tested across a wide variety of contexts (Alexander 1999; Becker 2001; Hutson et al.
2007; Killion 1992; Killion et al. 1989; Robin 1999; Webster and Gonlin 1988).
The nucleation or dispersal of any site depends on a number of social, political and
economic factors. For agrarian societies the energetics of agricultural practices play a major
role. In these societies the household would ideally be located near the most highly productive
agricultural areas to minimize daily energy expenditure. Sanders and Killion (1992) identify
three zones of agriculture in their house-lot model. The area directly around the household core,
which consist of “house-lot gardens” and intrasettlement cultivation plots form the zone of
settlement agriculture. Moving outward from this area are the infields. This zone would be
located directly adjacent to the settlement area where it could be worked daily with relative ease.
The first two zones constitute the most important to the members of society and would be
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worked with intensive agricultural techniques that may include modifications to the landscape.
These areas are not solely dedicated to agriculture. They were also the location of many other
activities that can be reflected in features such as kilns, storage pits, sheds, animal pens,
beehives, and rock quarrying (Becker 2001). The final zone consists of distant outlying fields
that may be cultivated through slash and burn agricultural techniques.
These studies recognized that many of the political, economic and social activities that
households performed were taking place outside of houses. Further, commoner settlement areas
are not homogeneous entities comprising a single type of “commoner.” They are made up of a
mosaic of individuals that can range from impoverished underclass workers to community
leaders. Likewise, settlement areas do not follow a regular spatial pattern from one site to the
next; rather, they expand through bottom-up organic processes of household growth and
fissioning, migration and occupational activities (Smith 2010). Each community layout
represents a specific history, created by the people and actions unique to that site. Therefore, to
understand these areas we must perform research aimed at understanding the full range of
people, activities, and structures within a site.
Practice Based Approaches
In order to better understand the people who lived in the settlement areas it is necessary
to draw on archaeological theories dealing with the actions of past peoples. The foundation of
practice-based approaches began to come together in the late seventies and early eighties as
theories coalescing around issues of how actors, or agents, interact with the historically created
and recreated social structures. These approaches attempt to explain social systems as an
integrated whole, rather than breaking them down into artificial units, by understanding the
relationship between agents and structures as mediated through practice (Ortner 1984: 148).
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Three theorists instrumental in the early formation of these approaches were Pierre Bourdieu,
Anthony Giddens and Marshall Sahlins.
Bourdieu first laid out his ideas for a theory of practice in his book Outline of a Theory of
Practice (1977), in which he presents a framework for the interaction of individual agents with
the structures in which they act and react. He also discusses a number of key concepts that are
still central to practice approaches today. Among the most important of these are structure,
agency, habitus, and doxa. Structures are the mental frameworks that influence or limit action.
Agency is the ability of individuals to influence the structures of their world through their
actions. Habitus (ingrained habits, skills and dispositions) acts as the organizing principal of an
individual’s thoughts and actions. For Bourdieu, much of this disposition occurred at the
subconscious level; and because of this, he has left little room for intentionality (Bourdieu 1977:
18). He also attributes much of an individual’s practice to habitus. For him, practice is the result
of the relationship between an individual's habitus, structures, and the field of action.
Nonetheless, the outcome of action is not predictable. “Even in cases in which the agents’
habitus are perfectly harmonized and the interlocking of actions and reactions is totally
predictable from outside, uncertainty remains as to the outcome of the interaction as long as the
sequence has not been completed: the passage from the highest probability to absolute certainty
is a qualitative leap which is not proportionate to the numerical gap” (Bourdieu 1977: 9). I take
this to mean that even in situations where the habitus of all involved may work toward a single
goal, the outcome cannot be certain. Finally, doxa is the unquestioned and unspoken aspects of
society that would seem natural to those within the given structure. These concepts play key
roles in his theory in which agents continually change, or reproduce, the structure through their
actions.
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In Giddens’ Central Problems in Social Theory: Action, Structure and Contradiction in
Social Analysis (1979), he outlines his theory of structuration. In his theory, the individual plays
a central role in structuring social life because they are imbued with more awareness and the
possibility for creativity than that provided for by Bourdieu. He emphasizes the “reflexivity” of
human agents, or the ability to understand what they do and why they do it. However, he does
not always believe that actions must be motivated by a conscious goal. Like Bourdieu, he
believes that even when an agent takes actions with a goal in mind that the outcome is not always
predictable. Reflexive agents interact with a structure that is both the medium and outcome of
practice, a phenomenon that Giddens refers to as “the duality of structure”. In his theory,
structure is made up of rules that govern society and resources. Resources come in two forms,
either authoritative which is the control of actions of human agents, or allocative which is the
control of material objects.
In Sahlins’ Historical metaphors and mythical realities: structure in the early history of
the Sandwich Islands Kingdom (1981), he offers a view of how structures developed in one
context can be applied to new experiences. By focusing on large events, he shows how the
structures of a culture can come into conflict with outside forces resulting in changes to that
structure. Like Bourdieu and Giddens, he recognizes that practice results in both the
reproduction of structures, as well as change in them. “But one may question whether the
continuity of a system ever occurs without its alteration, or alteration without continuity”
(Sahlins 1981: 67). These theorists developed the basis of an approach that would be refined
over time to incorporate a wider range of actors, structures and mechanisms by which the two
interact.
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Communities of Practice
One useful way to consider the mechanisms by which agents and structures interact is
through the use of communities of practice. Thinking of societies as being structured through
communities of practice provides a beneficial way to imagine the way that structures are created,
recreated and spread. This framework allows for multiple structures in any given society, and a
person can be a member of multiple communities of practice, which allows for multiple
structures acting on an individual. Communities of practice are open dynamic systems with
members contributing to its changing form through participation. Looking at membership in
communities of practice can provide a more nuanced understanding of the structures acting on an
individual.
One of the most important concepts to understand within the communities of practice
theory is “legitimate peripheral participant”. This is not a term used to designate spatial
periphery. “There is no place in a community of practice designated ‘the periphery’ and most
emphatically, it has no single core or center” (Lave and Wenger 1991: 36). Instead, it designates
a participant’s position, both physical and ideological, to resources that are necessary to gain full
participation in the community (Lave and Wenger 1991: 55). Legitimate peripheral participation
is differentiated from full participation in that this participant is less involved with the concerns
of the community and has less access to community resources. As a legitimate peripheral
participant moves toward full membership their knowledge and access to resources will increase.
Nonetheless, all members have variable knowledge, and all will be continually reconfiguring this
knowledge based on new inputs into the community.
Not all communities of practice are modeled the same. Some have more formal
structures and divisions of labor within the community of practice while others have no formal
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structure (Lave and Wenger 1991: 93). The degree to which communities of practice have
formal structures is a result of their particular history of development, but even those with no
rules, have norms or other social mechanisms that regulate how access into the community of
practice and means of knowledge acquisition is regulated. Learning is not relegated to a
classroom setting but is an aspect of all activity. Learning itself is improvised and comes from
practice. Therefore, it is not necessary to have a formal set of dictates of proper practice (Lave
and Wenger 1991: 93). Communities of practice are systems of shared practice not a bounded
socially visible group, although it is possible to delineate the location of a community of practice
by analyzing those responsible for the reproduction of the systems (Lave and Wenger 1991: 98).
Communities of practice have objects known as artifacts that are employed in the
ongoing practices of the community. These artifacts are objects that encode knowledge acquired
through years of practice. The meaning of these objects is transparent to those within the
community and it has ties to its history (Lave and Wenger 1991: 101-102). By examining the
practices through finished products, as well as the chaîne opératoire (the sequences taken in the
production of material goods), archaeologists have shown how communities of practice can be
tracked across sites or delineated within sites (Kelly 2016; Minar 2001; Sassaman 2001).
Members of communities of practice don’t just learn what tasks must be performed, but the
proper order to perform these tasks. This chaîne opératoire allows researchers to distinguish
between groups that produce stylistically similar products or to connect members of a single
community of practice across multiple sites.
Materiality, Place and Space
The actions of human agents do not take place in a vacuum of their own experiences.
People live in a world of material objects, physical structures and landscapes that have their own
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histories and are capable of influencing the course of human action. These objects possess an
agency in their own right, although it is different in kind from the intentional actions of human
agents. The world in which human agents navigate their day-to-day practices is made up in large
part by these non-human agents.
Theories of materiality focus on the material world’s ability to influence the actions of
human agents who are largely unaware of their influence (Miller 2005: 5). Along with ideas
drawn from practice theory, Erving Goffman’s Frame Analysis (1974) contributed to these
theories. Goffman argues that much of what we do is cued by the “frames” that constitute the
context of our actions. Further, these theories assign agency to the material world, either as
autonomous agents or as an extension of human agency, which can act to reproduce or change
social structures (Miller 2005: 11-13). The foundations of this perspective came from LeviStrauss, who demonstrated how objects should be studied in the context of the relationships that
define them (Miller 2005: 6). This proposition sets up a theory in which objects take an active
role in the processes that form human societies.
The mechanisms by which objects exert their agency is still a source of some contention
within materiality. Bruno Latour (2005) argues that non-human agents have an agency all their
own that is capable of influencing the actions of human agents. Whether objects are produced by
humans or are natural objects these non-human agents act independently of human agency and
serve to constrain or prompt the actions of individuals. Alfred Gell (1998) similarly believes that
objects created by humans can exert agency and influence the actions of individuals and
societies. However, for Gell this is not an autonomous agency, but rather an extension of the
human agency that created them. However, the question of whether or not objects have their
own agency may be too simplistic to capture the actual workings of agency. Latour (2005:79)
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describes the continuity of a course of action as a network consisting of both human and
nonhuman agents in which agency “zigzags” between the two. Law and Mol (2008) take this a
step further in describing enacted actors. To be enacted means an actor is always being acted
upon by other actors. Enacted actors never act alone but rather represent a web of relations
including both human and nonhuman agents. Intentionality in this view is unnecessary, as many
of the actions of agents will have unintended consequences. To have agency an actor simply
needs to be capable of causing a change. Analytically, different agents, whether human or
nonhuman, can be considered as “bundles” built from the many interactions throughout their
lifetime. “In fact, most all people, places, and things, once perceived as such, may be usefully
considered as bundles or parts of bundles. As wrapped or entangled things, substances, or
qualities, bundles form nodes in a larger ﬁeld or web of relationships where material and
metaphorical relations and associations articulate with one another” (Pauketat 2013: 27). In this
way buildings and landscapes can be considered, not as static objects which constrained or
allowed actions by human agents, but as a continually changing bundle interacting with human
agents and mutually constituting one another.
The theories laid out above work particularly well in relation to de Certeau’s theory of
place and space. In this theory place describes a field of interaction, how the elements of a
particular location are distributed in relation to one another (de Certeau 1984: 118). Space is
used to describe the moving interactions that occur within a place (de Certeau 1984: 118).
Therefore, a physical structure may be described as a place in which certain elements are found,
as well as their physical location within the landscape. But to understand this space, the
activities that occurred within this building need to be defined. A household, where people cook,
eat and sleep, will be a very different space than a ritual structure, where religious ceremonies
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are carried out. For those using these spaces the difference will consist of more than material
differences. A space embodies the past actions that have occurred within it. Stories imbue
spaces with a sense of memory (de Certeau 1984: 127-129), and help make up the less corporal
qualities of a space. These qualities can influence the actions considered appropriate within this
space as much, if not more, than the physical properties present.
Discussion
My approach to interpreting the areas selected for these excavations will utilize multiple
lines of evidence to build an understanding of the people who constructed these spaces through
everyday practice. The individual spaces will be taken as my unit of analysis and considered as a
bundle of the practices, ideologies and memories that have created the space. Artifact
assemblages will be analyzed to understand what sorts of practices were taking place in these
spaces. These spaces will be considered in relation to their larger webs of interaction within the
settlement, the site as a whole and the Maya world. Ceramic analysis will be performed to
understand their place temporally in the history of these areas. This will lead to a better
understanding of the people who helped to create these spaces.
Statistical analysis of the artifact assemblage will be performed to delineate between
different types of use areas (e.g. household, plaza, ritual, etc.). These spaces will have their own
history built not only through the memories of what has taken place, but the habitus
(dispositions) of the people who live or work or pray there. These structures limit what sorts of
activities would take place in these buildings. The individuals who built this space through their
practices would have been members of larger communities of practice that defined their actions
and what materials were required to perform these actions. Therefore, different categories of
artifact types should be represented in different quantities depending on the space. This would
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lead to different types of artifact assemblages that should prove statistically significant in
delineating between these spaces.
These spaces will also be considered in relation to other known areas of the site and the
Maya world as a whole. If it is an area of production, then it must be considered whether it is
associated with a particular housing group, or if it is in a location where it may have been
utilized by multiple groups. Through ceramic analysis of diagnostic sherds, the different levels
of excavation will be assigned to a time-period based on known ceramic date ranges. This will
allow for a temporal understanding of these spaces in relation to other events within the Maya
world. If new spaces were created during a certain time-period, then it is important to
understand the implications of this within the broader geopolitical landscape of that time.
By taking this multiscale approach (at the level of the structure and at the level of the
community), a more complete understanding of the people who created these spaces can be
obtained. Communities of practice shared by members in this area will have helped to shape the
spaces being studied. These communities will be multiple and overlapping with one another, yet
interaction with the different spaces within the site will highlight different communities of
practice. The layout of this site, as well as the practices that created the individual spaces within
it, will reflect these communities of practice embodied by the people who lived there.
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CHAPTER 3: MAGNETIC SURVEY AND SIGNATURES
One way in which archaeologists have sought to gain a better understanding of the
organization of the entire community, including subsurface residential units and features, is
through the use of geophysical techniques. There are a number of different options to locate
subsurface features. Some of the most common approaches are resistivity, ground penetrating
radar (GPR), and magnetic surveys. Different types of surveys work better at different sites
depending on the makeup of the soil and features present. While there are a number of different
instruments for conducting magnetic surveys, they all measure the amplitude of the earth’s
magnetic field (Bevan 1998: 19). Iron-containing materials are good conductors of magnetic
fields, so magnetic signatures will tend to concentrate in the area that contains them while the
magnetic signature of the area nearby will be reduced (Bevan 1998: 19).
Remote sensing techniques have been in use in Great Britain since the 1950s where they
were initially used to locate buried objects that give off a large signal (Clark 2000: 11). In recent
years the use of geophysical techniques within American archaeology has been on the rise
making up ground on its counterparts in Great Britain, where its use has become commonplace
(Kvamme 2003). With increased use and refinement of remote sensing techniques,
archaeologists have begun to collect data on increasingly larger areas (Gaffney and Gater 2003:
180-183). This practice has allowed for the use of these techniques to move beyond simply
locating possible areas of interest. Recent studies in the American Southeast
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have used geophysics to recreate community plans by grouping anomaly into types and ground
truthing a sample of each (Davis 2014; Walker 2009). In 2011, some of these geophysical
techniques were applied to areas at the site of Actuncan in order to gain a better understanding of
the subsurface features at the site, especially the northern commoner settlement area and Plaza H
(Blitz and LeCount 2012).
Remote Sensing Techniques
The least expensive geophysical technique is resistivity (Bevan 1998: 8). To perform this
type of test, electrodes are driven into the Earth to measure the resistance of an electrical current
that pass through it. There are many configurations that can be used for these electrodes, but one
common configuration is the Wenner configuration in which electrodes are spaced at equal
distances (Bevan 1998: 10). If the researcher wants to create a map of subsurface features
spacing between sensors needs to remain consistent for all measurements. Features at a depth
equal to the spacing between electrodes will be accentuated, so if the approximate depth of
features is known the spacing can be set accordingly (Bevan 1998: 10). The depth of the
electrodes is not particularly important but should be deep enough to reach moist soil (Bevan
1998: 10). When these data are collected, they can be used to construct a map of the subsurface
features of the area.
Surveys using GPR have a number of advantages and disadvantages. This type of survey
is the most likely to fail due to unsuitable conditions (Bevan 1998: 43). This issue was the case
at Actuncan, where a GPR survey failed to yield valid results in Plaza F and on top of Structure
19 (LeCount 2012:13). However, when successful these surveys provide greater detail and
produce signatures from a wider range of subsurface features than other surveys (Bevan 1998:
43). They are also capable of detecting features at greater depths than other instruments (Bevan
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1998: 43). These types of instruments are best able to locate abrupt changes in soil, but if
subsurface conditions change gradually the features will be less likely to be located (Bevan 1998:
43). Also, because of the wide range of objects detected by this method, the difference between
features, such as hearths and storage pits, may be difficult to distinguish (Bevan 1998: 43).
For this project a Bartington 601-2 Fluxgate Gradiometer was utilized to conduct a
magnetic survey (Walker 2012). Gradiometers measure the difference in the magnetic field
between two sensors held in the hands or pulled by a cart (Bevan 1998: 19). Although this type
of magnetometer requires closer spaced measurements than a total field magnetometer, it has a
number of advantages. Gradiometers will not be affected by moderately distant iron objects and
allows for automatic corrections in the strength of the Earth’s magnetic field during the survey
(Aspinall et al. 2009; Bevan 1998). They can also differentiate between objects that are closer
together than a total field magnetometer (Bevan 1998: 19). When compared with a total field
magnetometer a gradiometer has a few disadvantages as well which should be considered. It is
larger and more difficult to carry, if it is tilted it will provide incorrect readings and the
anomalies measured will be smaller (Bevan 1998: 19). As will be discussed later, the conditions
present in the commoner settlement area at Actuncan were ideal for this type of survey (LeCount
et al. 2019: 15).
Anomalies and Sources of Noise
Magnetometry is a passive survey method that can detect changes in the Earth’s magnetic
field near the surface of a survey area. The detection of near-surface anomalies works on the
theory that this magnetic field is relatively static unless interrupted by natural or cultural
features. Cultural features such as digging, burning or buried construction events will cause
detectable alterations to the natural magnetic field and result in anomalies in the magnetic
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survey. These anomalies can be produced by objects which have induced magnetism, the
magnetic effect that the Earth’s magnetic field has on objects and sediments, or remnant
magnetism, created by the magnetic field present in the object itself. Remnant magnetism can
result from objects being thermally altered through burning events and becoming weak magnets
themselves (Kvamme 2006: 207). Induced magnetism is more prevalent throughout a site due to
the fact that all natural and cultural objects will have an effect on the magnetic field of the Earth
because they contain variable amounts of materials that can become magnetized. (Kvamme
2006:208). When the magnetism of a cultural feature is strong compared to the surrounding soil
matrix, magnetic gradients (often called anomalies) will be identifiable within the survey
(Walker 2009:19).
Anomalies identified through magnetic surveys will vary in a number of ways. The
shape and the strength of these magnetic signatures will be determined by both the feature being
identified and the surrounding material. The strength the signature will depend on the
magnetism that the feature displays in relation to the magnetism of the surrounding matrix, as
well as the depth of the feature. Also, the dimensions and orientation of the feature in relation to
its depth will affect the shape of the signature.
One common anomaly encountered in magnetic surveys is the magnetic dipole. Dipoles
will show up differently depending on the direction of the survey (Aspinall et al. 2009: 68).
When the survey is traversed from south to north the anomaly will show both a positive and
negative signature. When traversed from east to west the opposing poles will be encountered at
the same time resulting in a positive peak surrounded by a negative halo. There are a number of
different cultural features that may cause such a signature, including iron fragments, fired clay,
postholes or even small pits.
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Other subsurface features with dimensions greater than their burial depth will result in
larger magnetic signatures. These can be in the form of linear features created by walls, ditches,
banks or roads or extended features such as floors, storage pits or building remains (Aspinall et
al. 2009: 69). Linear features appear as lines of high or low magnetic anomalies, and commonly
have a fringe of the opposite polarity (Aspinall et al. 2009: 74). Extended features can take
different shapes depending on the source of the anomaly. They will show higher or lower
magnetic readings compared to the background magnetic readings and will show the most
distinct differences at the edges of the anomaly where it comes into contact with the undisturbed
soil (Aspinall et al. 2009: 72).
Magnetic surveys are susceptible to different levels of “noise” which can affect the
quality of the output. The term “noise” is used to refer to any magnetic fluctuations in the data
that is not the result of the object under investigation. It is important to understand the sources of
this noise so that it can be corrected for when possible. These can be divided into two
categories: Random noise and coherent noise (Aspinall et al. 2009: 78-82). Coherent noise is
more easily detected and corrected for by data processing.
Random Noise
Instrument noise results from the electronics of the instrument use for collection. It is a broad
and continuous frequency spectrum. Although, in most modern instruments this noise has been
reduced to an insignificant level, it is still recognized as a limiting factor for fluxgate instruments
(Aspinall et al. 2009).
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Cultural noise arises from modern cultural sources such as fences, traffic or radio frequencies.
These sources can create significant signals of variable amplitude and frequency making it
difficult to remove from survey data (Aspinall et al. 2009).
Operator noise is caused by idiosyncrasies in the way data is collected. They can range from an
uneven gait to problems with instrument alignment. These can be more pronounced given
differing conditions at the collection site. The unpredictable nature of many of these sources of
noise make it difficult to remove them during processing and all possible measures should be
taken to reduce these variations during the collection process (Aspinall et al. 2009).
Coherent Noise
Instrument noise can also result from temperature variation, mechanical shock or vibrations
during the collection process. These factors can cause an instrument to drift from a baseline over
time. This type of instrument noise is usually easily identified and corrected (Aspinall et al.
2009).
Diurnal noise is caused by the magnetic wind from the sun, which can cause variations in the
Earth’s magnetic field. These fluctuations vary in length of time and magnitude. The use of a
gradiometer eliminates the effects of this type of noise due to the fact the its two sensors will
pick up the fluctuations equally (Aspinall et al. 2009).
Soil noise can occur through a range of nonanthropogenic means. Natural variations in the
magnetic composition of particles within soil can produce background noise. This can create a
confusion of inherent background noise in the data. More problematic are natural features that
may mimic anthropogenic remains. This can come in the form of uneven terrain that has been
filled in over time (Aspinall et al. 2009).
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Cultural noise can be caused by a number of modern anthropogenic sources. These can include
fences, buried pipes or small ferrous objects present in the survey area. The possibility of such
objects causing unwanted spikes in the data should be considered both during collection and
interpretation of the data (Aspinall et al. 2009).
Operational noise has a number of causes that can be avoided during the collection or classified
as noise during interpretation. One common cause of noise is the presence of ferrous objects on
the operator. The operator should ensure that all such objects are removed and can test the level
of interference by moving around a stationary collection device (Aspinall et al. 2009).
Remote Sensing Surveys in the Maya Lowlands
In the Maya Lowlands geophysical techniques have not been utilized to the degree that
they have in North America. This could be for a number of reasons. Sites in the Maya
Lowlands have many structures that are visible from the surface, especially in city centers with
monumental architecture. Therefore, Maya archaeologists are able to locate excavations focused
on visible structures, while North Americanists are increasingly using remote sensing because
structures are completely buried. However, recent studies have been conducted that illustrate the
potential of these surveys in the Maya Lowlands.
Bryan Haley (2006) conducted a series of geophysical test at several Maya sites in central
Belize to assess the utility of the techniques in locating a variety of targets. At the Caves Branch
Rockshelter (CBR) site, surveys were conducted using electrical resistance, magnetometry and
GPR to determine if these methods could be used to identify individual burials in the cemetery.
The surveys were unable to locate any obvious burials. However, the magnetometry survey
revealed a number of anomalies that have no apparent natural cause but must be ground-truthed
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to determine their cultural significance. Possible cultural features may have been obscured in the
resistance and GPR surveys by shallow bedrock that produced strong anomalies in both surveys.
At the Xubzulima Plazuela, a small architectural group located near CBR, electrical resistance
and magnetometry were used to determine if features could be located. The resistance survey
revealed low density anomalies that were likely caused by topographic features and high
resistance anomalies around known structures likely caused by buried portions of the buildings
no longer visible from the surface. The magnetometry survey revealed a number of weak
magnetic anomalies around Structures 2 and 3, which are visible from the ground surface. It also
located two anomalies measuring several meters across at the foot of the structures. These
anomalies must be ground-truthed to identify their source. At Pook’s Hill, located southwest of
Belmopan, electrical resistance and GPR were used to delineate cultural features not visible from
the surface. These surveys were successful in locating a number of non-platform plastered
features which have been ground-truthed.
At the site of Buenavista del Caya, Belize, Bernadette Cap (2015) used a combination of
GPR and electromagnetic induction (EMI) to survey 16,700 square meters on and around the
East Plaza to search for evidence of a market. Although the clay rich soils found in most of the
Maya Lowlands prevent the location of deep subsurface anomalies, the site of Buenavista was
known to have shallow features located within 20 to 30cm of the surface. This fact allowed for
minimal distortion of the GPR data (Cap 2015:130). The high clay content of the soil in this area
is ideal for the use of EMI. These fine grain soils are highly conductive, which enables
subsurface features consisting of less conductive soil, rock or other anthropogenic materials to be
more easily identified. This method only allows for the identification of features located about
50cm below the surface. However, this was not a concern given the relatively shallow depth of
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the anthropogenic materials in this area. This geophysical investigation, combined with
additional lines of artifactual evidence, was able to successfully provide evidence for a
marketplace (Cap 2015; see also Yaeger et al. 2009).
Christina Halperin (2007) employed a magnetometry survey to attempt to locate evidence
of figurine workshops or productions areas at Motul de San Jose, Guatemala. Three areas were
chosen for excavation based on indicators of possible production evidence. However, the
geophysical survey was unable to locate features or buildings associated with workshops or
production areas. Nonetheless, a number of large middens were discovered which contained
large amounts of production debris.
Tracy Sweely (2005) used EMI at the site of Chau Hiix in northern Belize to locate
“dwellings” that were not visible from the surface. These dwellings consisted of nonplatform
floors, as well as associated special use areas. Preliminary investigations revealed a consistent
layer of clay over bedrock throughout the site, with cultural features ranging from 13 to 60 cm
below the ground surface. While no additional plaza or patio (non-platform) floors were
identified through this survey, the areas associated with known plaza or patio floors and
platforms were indicated by an increased conductivity in the data. Additionally, associated
features such as middens dug into the bedrock and areas of bedrock mining were identified
through this survey.
The Archaeogeophysical Survey and Ground-truthing Program at Actuncan
At the site of Actuncan, a magnetic gradient survey was conducted by Chester Walker
(2012) at multiple locations during the summer of 2011, including the Northern Settlement Area
that contains many domestic groups visible above the ground surface. In this area, data was
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collected on 48,246 square meters (11.9 acres) of ground containing both previously excavated
domestic groups and open spaces using a Bartington 601-2 Fluxgate Gradiometer. This survey
produced a map of subsurface magnetic gradients (Figure 3.1).
Some magnetic signatures can be classified as a specific anomaly type based on the
consistency of strength, shape, and type of signature. In order to classify them, a large sample of
each anomaly type must be ground-truthed to confidently interpret these signatures as specific
cultural remains. The current project is particularly interested in identifying the anomaly
signature of buried domestic structures. We hypothesize that the zone of enhanced magnetism
produced by visible patio-focused groups, such as Groups 5 and 7, can be used as a signature for
those buried underground (LeCount et al. 2019). If this hypothesis is confirmed, it will allow us
to confidently identify buried domestic groups without prospecting for them.
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Figure 3.1 Magnetic survey area with Maler lines showing known structures (From
LeCount et al. 2019)

Data was collected at one-meter traverse intervals at eight samples per meter (Walker
2012). Results indicate that the site has a low magnetic gradient of +/- 7 nT with spikes for
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ferrous metals removed. For visualization purposes the data has been clipped to +/- 3 nT. A destripping zero median filter was run to balance the two sensors and minor de-staggering was
preformed where needed. Data was exported from Archaeosurveyor 2.0 as a geo-referenced
raster file into ArcGIS for analysis. For the purposes of this ground-truthing program, the survey
map was georeferenced to the WGS 84 coordinate system to locate the anomalies for excavation.
Groups 3, 6, 7 and 8 are known residential groups which are visible above the surface. In
the survey data these are represented by areas of enhanced magnetic gradients. Another known
residential group (Group 1) is located at the intersection of the two properties on which Actuncan
is located. The barbed wire fence dividing the Juan and Galvez properties interrupts the survey
at this location, roughly dividing the Northern Settlement Area from the area around Plaza H. In
the areas between the known architectural groups several anomalies are present, ranging from
small complex dipolar anomalies to both positive and negative linear anomalies.
Ground-truthing Program
Over the course of two previous field seasons, a total of twenty ground-truth units tested
sixteen magnetic signatures and two areas with normal magnetism (Blitz et al. 2012; Millar
2016; also see LeCount et al. 2019:12). While a few ground-truth tests sampled signatures in the
central zone of the commoner settlement, the most productive results came from the eastern and
western sides of the survey (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Excavation Locations
On the eastern side, five test units discovered significant cultural remains. Unit 14F was
located within an area of enhanced magnetism about 60 meters north-northwest of Group 3 to
test a large set of linear and complex dipoles. This unit was excavated to a depth of 155 cmbd in
most of the unit and extended as deep as 177 cmbd in the northwest corner where a pit feature
was located. The top stratum began around 35 cmbd and continued to approximately 60 cmbd in
most of the unit and as low as 102 cmbd in the northwest corner. This stratum contained an
unusually high amount of lithics. This lithic assemblage was analyzed by Angela Keller who
determined it was quite generalized and this could be a lithic production locus (Blitz et al. 2012:
177). Lower strata revealed a large pit feature with large sherds marking the top. Because the
sterile clay substratum appears to have been cut and filled with refuse, excavators suggested the
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cultural strata represented a domestic platform. It was determined that the likely cause of the
magnetic anomaly was contrasting soils produced by the midden pit feature.
Units 14H and J revealed a platform with a dense lithic scatter six meters from Structure
88. The platform was concluded to have been a special use workspace. In Unit 14H Stratum A
was a grayish-brown clay and humus that extended from to approximately 30 cmbs. Stratum B
was a lighter brown clay with containing dense inclusions including small (0-6 cm) pieces of
uncut limestone, chert, daub, ceramics, and debitage. This stratum was loosely termed
“unknown occupation”. A total of six obsidian blades were recovered from the first two strata,
which is a relatively high number compared to most excavations in the Northern Settlement
Area. Stratum C consisted of a yellow clay with very few artifacts. A low pile of limestone and
chert cobbles was located, protruding from the northern profile. At 65 cmbs a white plaster floor
was located that extended to 85 cmbs. The high percentage of lithic within the artifact
assemblage led to the interpretation that this may be a workshop area with activity centered on
Structure 88 to the northeast. Unit 14J was opened closer to the structure to further investigate
the source of the lithics and obsidian blades. One limestone cobble was visible at the surface of
this unit and more were uncovered immediately below it. The edge of a platform with a
retaining wall (Retaining Wall 1) was located, consisting of a single row of large undressed
limestone and chert beginning 5 cmbs. Its base appeared to sit on Stratum B, labeled “unknown
occupation” in the previous unit. A smaller retaining wall (Retaining Wall 2), one course high,
was uncovered beneath the structure fill of the platform. Artifact densities within the retaining
wall were slightly higher than those outside. Lithics once again dominated the artifact
assemblage and another 7 obsidian blades were recovered.
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Unit 14G was placed 16 meters southeast of Structure 49 to test large complex of linear
dipole signatures. Stratum A began at 30 cmbd and extended to 55 cmbd and consisted of a dark
brown clay loam. It was excavated in two lots with the lower lot containing noticeably more
artifacts. Stratum B was excavated to 58 cmbd and consisted of yellowish-brown clay. It
contained small limestone inclusions throughout the unit and a cluster of medium sized (10-25
cm) undressed limestone and chert cobbles were located on the eastern side. Stratum C, a
yellowish-brown clay fill, contained large amounts of small limestone flecks and gravel,
limestone and chert cobbles, as well as Late Classic trash including ceramics, lithics, jute,
obsidian, and daub. The presence of trash and construction materials and fill led the excavators
to interpret the remains as a domestic platform.
Unit 14I, placed about 15 meters northwest of, revealed the remains of a multistage
perishable structure with a pit containing red pigment. Stratum A was a 30 to 40 cm thick dark
brown clay and humus layer. Stratum B transitioned to a yellow clay matrix. Feature 5 was
revealed in this stratum and could be seen in the profile extending from 20 to 70 cmbs. This pit
feature contained deep red clay and charcoal. PXRF was used to analyze the feature in situ and
was chemically identical to the clay surrounding it and was interpreted as locally sourced ironoxide used for pigment. Two postholes and a shallow trench-like feature (30 to 57 cmbs)
running northeast-southwest in the center of the unit were also located. These features were
associated with a compacted clay floor (Ruby Floor) interpreted together as the remains of a
perishable structure. Another floor (Opal Floor) was located 30 to 50 cm below Ruby Floor and
sitting just under Feature 5. This was a plaster floor, 2 to 5 cm thick, that extended throughout
the entire unit. Artifacts in this unit were not very abundant and the structure was interpreted as
a workshop area possibly used for the production of red pigment.
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On the western side of the survey area, six units were placed to test rectangular patterns
with weak magnetic centers and one control unit was placed to test an area of normal magnetism.
Units 14C, K, and L were placed south of Group 7, and after more extensive excavations by
Theresa Heindel described below, were found to be associated with Field System 1. Unit 14C
revealed burned limestone and daub, which was interpreted as a burning event. Unit 14K
revealed terraforming intended to create a berm along the slopes of the aguada. Unit 14L
contained red-mottled clay with chunks of burned limestone and fired clay interspersed
throughout the unit. However, the burnt remains were too light to be interpreted as a feature and
no source of the rectangular magnetic signature was uncovered. Units 14M, N, O were placed
north of Group 7 and east of Structure 90 to test magnetic signatures thought to be parts of an
agricultural field system (LeCount et al. 2019: 14).
Of particular interest are the anomalies around Structure 90. To investigate this area,
Unit 14M was located about 20 meters northeast of Structure 90 to test a weakly positive
rectilinear magnetic signature. Stratum A began at 20 cmbd and extended to 25 cmbd and
consisted of a dark brown clay and humus. Stratum B consisted of a yellow clay which overlaid
Stratum C and D which appeared to be terraforming intended to create a trench and berm.
Stratum D was first encountered at 35 cmbd in the northeast corner and was as deep as 60 cmbd
in the southern portion of the unit. It consisted of a greyish-white clay or yeso. The ditch
created by Stratum D was filled with a mottled white and yellow clay (Stratum C). This ditch
was the likely cause of the anomaly being tested.
Unit 14N was placed south east of Structure 90 to test a linear dipole signature running
between Structure 90 and a possible buried structure identified in the magnetometer data.
Stratum A consisted of a dark brown clay and humus that was approximately 25 cm thick.
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Stratum B was only 5 to 15 cm thick and consisted of a compacted clay with noticeably more
artifacts that was loosely termed “unknown occupation”. Stratum C was a yellow fill of softer
clay than the previous stratum and was noted to be much less dense and blocky than the natural
clay encountered in other units at this depth. Stratum D was encountered just below the
transition between strata B and C. It was a zone of reddish mottled fill in the northeastern corner
that was interpreted as a possible burning event. The source of the anomaly was discovered to be
a three-course, high cut-limestone terrace wall (Millar 2016: 63). This wall was uncovered
approximately one meter below the surface, buried by Stratum C and sitting on natural deposits.
It was tilting noticeably with the slope in the same direction as the natural slope but at a much
steeper angle running east-west. Stratum D was to the inside of this wall and consisted of a
tamped sascab floor. Given its steep angle and unusual construction Jane Millar suggested that it
was most likely agricultural. Unit 14O was placed about 40 meters east of Structure 90 to test a
rectilinear magnetic signature. The likely cause of this signature was a burned tree stump
uncovered during excavations. Unit 14E was the control unit which revealed normal amounts of
artifacts for open spaces off structures at Actuncan. Excavators found no features that would be
expected to cause a magnetic anomaly.
In addition to ground-truthing tests, Theresa Heindel (2017, 2018, 2019) excavated both
buried and visible stone terraces on the eastern slopes of the aguada drainage to better understand
the agricultural field systems first identified in the magnetic gradient map and ground-truthing
excavations. Parts of two field systems were located. The field systems were in an area between
Groups 5, 6, and 7, with System 1 located near the bottom of the drainage and System 2 near the
top of it. In both systems a series of low walls delineated different agricultural plots. The matrix
of these agricultural plots consisted of cultural materials that was determined to be redeposited
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domestic trash. Dense debris was found down slope of stone terrace walls, as well as scattered in
a thin layer across many plots (Heindel 2017:11). The trash contained high artifact densities
compared to other matrices from off-structure excavations. In Field System 1, most of the walls
that comprised larger stone terraces and smaller agricultural plots consist a single course of
mixed chert cobbles and limestone blocks. The exception was Reed Wall, on the eastern
boundary of the system, which consists of large limestone blocks layered in three courses. A
platform was also uncovered to the southeast of the system that measured about 2 x 2 meters.
Platform 1 was bounded to the north and east by multiple courses of stone and the interior was
filled with smaller chert cobbles. It was interpreted as a small field house, or champa, used by
those working the fields to get out of the elements. A posthole was also found to the north of the
field system associated with what appeared to be a prepared, white-clay floor. Field System 2
also contained low terrace walls and a platform (Platform 2) measuring roughly 2 x 3.5 meters in
size and filled with a layer of chert cobble. Two pit features encircled by a course of cobble
were also located during excavations. The first was within Platform 2 and the second located to
the southeast of the field system.
In sum, previous ground-truthing was successful in identifying magnetic signatures that
correlate with subsurface features. Many of the natural and cultural features were particularly
conducive to magnetic testing (LeCount et al. 2019: 15). The soils were shallow and conductive,
consisting of dark-colored blocky clay that is neutral or alkaline with large amounts of calcium
and magnesium, and moderate amounts of other nutrients such as iron. The survey was
conducted at the end of the dry season, which provided evenly dry soils, and there were no plaza
surfaces in the settlement zone capping anthropogenic remains. Finally, the survey area was
relatively flat and had recently been cleared, allowing for quick evenly paced gradiometer survey
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with high sample density and good resolution. Although successful, the researchers point out
that much more work is needed in this area to confidently interpret magnetic signatures.
The 2019 Ground-truth Excavations
To further test the reliability of using the magnetometer survey to locate and classify
buried remains, I selected four clusters of anomalies for excavation (Figure 3.2). The first,
(Subop 54A-D), is located in the northeastern portion of the survey area. This anomaly consists
of an extended area of strong positive magnetism that forms a corner with areas of reduced
magnetism present to the outside of this area. The anomaly is found within the densest cluster of
the four being tested and most resembles the areas of enhanced magnetism produced by known
household groups. It is located 10 meters to the west of Structure 48 and 6 meters southeast of
Unit 14F. The second, (Subop 54E-H), is located in the northwest corner of the survey area, 30
meters north of Group 7. This anomaly is a roughly square area of slightly enhanced positive
magnetism with slightly reduced magnetism to the outside. I placed my unit to sample the
southern corner of this anomaly located to the northwest of a known structure (Structure 90). In
the immediate area, additional anomalies are lightly clustered and include some tested by Millar
and Heindel described above. My excavations are 11 meters northwest of Heindel’s Units 14S
and V. While it is unlikely that this area was a domestic group, I sampled it because it appeared
likely that the anomaly represented a buried structure. The third, (Subop 54I-J), is located in the
southwestern corner of the survey area between Groups 6 and 7. This anomaly consists of two
strong linear signatures of reduced magnetism forming a corner to the northeast with a strong
dipole located to the southwest of the corner. This anomaly is located to the east of a known
terrace system (Agricultural Field System 2) within a moderately dense cluster of anomalies. I
tested this area because the signature appeared to represent a buried structure or additional
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agricultural plots. The final anomaly (Subop 54K) tested is located east of Group 3. This
anomaly is a set of strong dipoles located within a dense cluster of dipoles which form a
somewhat checkerboard like area. Given its complex signature, it is possible that this area might
have been a plaza with possible buried structures or other constructions.
Chapter 4 will describe the results of these excavations and Chapter 5 will describe the
analysis of artifacts from them. In addition, Chapter 5 will compare artifact indices from my
excavations with those from other households and non-domestic contexts to help interpret the
cultural context of the anomalies.
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CHAPTER 4: EXCAVATIONS

This chapter describes the results of ground-truthing excavations in the Northern
Settlement Zone of Actuncan. I selected four clusters of anomalies for excavation (Figure 3.2)
as described in Chapter 3. The goal of the research was to identify the magnetic signature of
domestic platforms or patio-focused groups.
Excavation strategies
Excavation of the four selected anomalies was performed from May 21st to June 26th with a crew
of two Belizeans: excavator Gerson Uck and one screener (alternately Henry Chan or Jerry
Magaña). Excavations conformed to standards established by the Actuncan Archaeological
Project (AAP). Archaeological remains were recorded on AAP lot forms, remains at the bottom
of each lot were drawn onto the back of the form, each lot was photographed, and artifact
samples were taken. After the excavations are finished, profiles were drawn for each
suboperation. Units were excavated in natural levels, until sterile soil was reached with the
exception of 54K which had to be ended due to the end of the field season.
All material from the excavations was screened, using a ¼ inch mesh screen. All
artifacts were collected in bags labeled with the specific context of the material. Each stratum
(differentiated by soil change, presence of a floor, etc.) was grouped as one analytical unit and
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recorded using a Harris Matrix. Lots assigned to each analytical unit were assigned temporal
phases based on diagnostic ceramics found within the analytical unit.
The following is an in-depth description of the archaeological remains encountered in my
excavations. Profiles, plan views, Harris Matrices (a visual representation of the temporal
sequence of the excavations) and analytical units are provided.
Operation 54 Unit A-D
Located in the northeastern portion of the survey area, the ground surface gently slopes to the
northwest (Figure 4.1). Unit A was placed to intersect the corner of the rectilinear signature
hypothesized to be the corner of a stone platform or other construction. This unit was a 0.5 x 2
m unit oriented to the north. Unit B was placed directly to the west of Unit A in order to include
limestone chunks found on the western edge of Unit A, and was 0.5 x 2 m oriented to the north.
Unit C was 1 x 2 m in size and oriented to the north. It was placed directly to the north of Units
A and B to extend the excavation toward additional anomalies in the gradiometer data located
north of the original excavation. Unit D was 1 x 2 m in size and oriented north. It was placed a
meter to the north of Unit C to further test the anomalies that extended north of the excavations.
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Figure 4.1 54 A-D Area of Excavation
All units displayed similar soil matrices. All had a clear distinction between the darker
(10YR 4/1) soil matrix of the humus layer in AU1 and the lighter brown (10YR 4/4/) matrix of
AU2. As can be seen in the profile (Figure 4.2), this contact was an uneven surface where small
limestone chunks became visible. In Units A and B, there were larger chunks of limestone
clustered together (Figure 4.3) visible just below the ground surface and extending into the soil
matrix of AU2. These chunks likely were responsible for the original signature from the
magnetometer data that was being ground-truthed. The transition from AU2 to AU3 is not
visible in the profile and was only separated by the disappearance of limestone from the matrix.
There was a moderate number of artifacts in AU1 and AU2 that became fewer toward the bottom
of AU2 and much less in AU3.
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Figure 4.2 54A East Profile

Table 4.1 Analytical Units
AU
Analytical Unit
Number
Name
AU1
Humus Layer
AU2
AU3

Unknown Occupation
Unknown Occupation

Excavated Lots

TPQ

A1, A2, B1, B2, C1,
C2, D1
A3, B3, C3, D2
A4

Late Classic

Table 4.2 Harris Matrix
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Late Classic
Middle Preclassic

Figure 4.3 Limestone Chunks
Although the overall magnetic signature of the area most closely resembled the signatures of
known household groups, no platforms walls or architectural fills were identified in the
excavations. The presence of limestone chunks that do not occur naturally in this area of the site,
however, does indicate that this may have been an activity area located to the west of Structure
48. The limestone chunks may have collapsed down from the structure, which is 10 meters
upslope and rolled onto a flattened surface. Or they may be collapse materials from some other
construction close by. Statistical analysis of the recovered artifacts will help to better understand
the exact use of this area.
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AU1-Humus layer. Clay loam 10YR 4/1. Units excavated: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1. This
analytical unit began at the surface and ended 9 to 40 cmbs at a lighter brown clay layer (10YR
4/4) where artifacts became more abundant and small pieces of limestone were visible. Larger
pieces (~6-25cm) of uncut limestone were uncovered at the bottom of Unit B. Daub was
recovered in all units, with the highest concentrations being in Units A and B. A high number of
lithics relative to other artifacts were recovered. There were 2 jutes recovered. A total of 11
obsidian blades were also recovered, which is an unusually high number compared to other
excavations in the area, except for Unit 14J near Structure 88 where Millar (2016:55) found
seven blades in similar strata. Ceramic analysis dates this analytical unit to the Late Classic.
AU2 – Unknown occupation. Clay 10 YR 4/4. Units excavated: A3, B3, C3, D2. On the clay
surface of AU2 in Unit A there was a group of uncut limestone chunks in the western edge of the
unit in close proximity to the limestone found in Unit B (Figure 4.3). However, no other
limestone was uncovered during excavation. Artifacts also began to rapidly decrease in this
analytical unit, and it was ended 18 to 59 cmbs, at near sterile soil, once limestone was no longer
present. Again, daub was recovered in all units except for Unit D and was most abundant in Unit
B. Lithic numbers remained high relative to other artifacts. There was one jute and three
additional obsidian blades recovered. A groundstone mano was also recovered from Unit B.
Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic.
AU3 – Unknown occupation. Clay 10 YR 4/6. Units excavated: A4. The soil matrix of this
analytical unit was almost identical to AU2 except for the absence of limestone and is
indistinguishable in the profile. Between 48 to 65 cmbs ceramic and lithic materials continued to
decline toward the bottom of the lot. Five jutes and one piece of daub were recovered from this
lot. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Middle Preclassic.
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Operation 54 Unit E-H
These units were placed to test the magnetic signature located in the northwest portion of the
survey area, extending to less than a meter northwest of Structure 90 on the edge of the survey
boundary. It is 11 meters northwest of Units 14S and V (Figure 4.4). Unit E was placed to
intersect the corner of the magnetic signature thought to be a buried structure. This unit was 1 x
2 m in size and oriented north/south. Unit F was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented north/south and was
placed directly to the east of Unit E to follow a possible feature that was later determined to be a
root. Units E and F were ended at a yellow clay directly beneath the humus layer. Unit G was a
1 x 2 m unit oriented east/west and placed directly south of Units E and F to follow a possible
floor found in the south and west portions of Unit E. Unit H was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented
north/south and was placed to join the eastern portion of the south profile of Unit G. We were
attempting to uncover more of the floor first identified in Unit E and also throughout the entirety
of Unit G. We wanted to locate an edge or a wall to understand what type of floor (structure,
patio or plaza) it might have been. The surface in this area was sloping down very slightly to the
north.
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Figure 4.4 54 E-H Area of Excavation
In this subop, a prepared surface (AU3) was located first as a thin lens in Unit E and later across
the entirety of Units G and H at the base of the humus root zone (AU1). This surface, called
Floor 1, can be identified in the profile (Figure 4.5) by the presence of crushed limestone
approximately six to nine centimeters thick. The thickness of the limestone ballast suggests that
its surface might once have been plastered since thick ballast is usually associated with plaster
floors. However, Floor 1 is patchy, and its edges are vague making it difficult to determine if it
was a platform, patio or plaza floor. Nonetheless, there is some evidence to suggest that it is
associated with a structure. A stack of cut limestone three courses high was found in the
southeast corner of Unit H sitting on Floor 1.

Figure 4.5 54F-H East Profile
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Table 4.3 Analytical Units
AU
Analytical
Unit
Number
Name
AU1
Humus Layer
AU2
Postholes
AU3
Prepared Surface
AU4
Postholes
AU5
Fill
AU6
Postholes

Excavated
Lots
E1, F1, G1, H1
E2, F2, F3
G2, H2
G4, H3, H4
G3
G5, G6, G7

TPQ
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic II
Late Classic II
Late Classic
Late Classic

Table 4.4 Harris Matrix

A total of nine postholes were found at three different levels, but they are not
stratigraphically separated by deposits that could be followed across the entire subop.
Interpreting their temporal patterning therefore is difficult. Regardless, their distribution across
the subop is shown in Figure 4.6. The figure shows that the arrangement of postholes is
somewhat linear from north to south, and this pattern lends evidence to suggest that a perishable
construction or possibly multiple constructions were repeatedly rebuilt in the same location over
a considerable time span. Three (Features 1, 2, and 3) were located in Units E and F directly
beneath the humus layer in sterile yellow clay outside the bounds of Floor 1. Three (Features 4,
8, and 9) were found at the base of Floor 1’s ballast at the top of fill (AU5), and the remaining
three postholes (Features 5, 6, and 7) were identified when the excavations reached a mostly
sterile yellow clay underneath AU5. None of these postholes overlap, therefore, each represent a
separate post. There were a moderate amount of artifacts recovered throughout these
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excavations, with the greatest density recovered from the prepared surface. Two incensario
sherds recovered from the excavations indicate that this structure might have been used for
ceremonial purposes.

Figure 4.6 Subop E-H Posthole Locations
AU1 – Humus layer. Clay loam 10 YR 3/2. Units excavated: E1, F1, G1, H1. This analytical
unit began at the ground surface and ended 17 to 35 cmbs. In Unit E, the lot was ended at the
appearance of a patch of yellow (10YR 5/6) clay in the north east corner and light brown (10YR
4/2) clay in the rest of the unit. On the southeastern edge of the unit, a posthole (Feature 1) was
found at the transition between the two soil colors. In Unit F, the lot was ended at the yellow
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clay also found in Unit E. Two more postholes were located in Unit F as well. However, in
Units G and H, the first lots ended on a prepared surface of brown (10YR 4/2) clay with dense
limestone inclusions called Floor 1. An increased amount of artifacts, especially ceramic sherds,
were visible as well. There were undressed limestone fragments throughout all the units, and in
the southeastern corner of Unit H there was a stack of larger (~6-25 cm) cut limestone three
courses high sitting on Floor 1 (Figure 4.7). Daub was found in all units with the largest
concentration being in Unit G. Nine pieces of obsidian were recovered. The only unit to contain
jutes was Unit H, where six were found. Two incensario sherds were identified during ceramic
analysis, possibly indicating ritual activity in this area. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical
unit to the Terminal Classic.
AU2 – Postholes. Units excavated: Lot E2 Feature 1 is filled with mottled 10YR 3/2 and 5/6 silty
clay; Lot F2 is Feature 2; Lot F3 is Feature 3 and they are filled with 10YR 3/2 silty clay. These
postholes were uncovered at the base of AU1. Feature 1 was 10 cm wide and 11.5 cm deep. It
contained small flecks of charcoal and a small amount of daub or ceramic residue. Feature 2 was
10 cm wide and 30 cm deep. It contained ceramic and lithic, as well as charred wood. Feature 3
was 11 cm wide and 20 cm deep. It contained ceramic and lithics.
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Figure 4.7 Unit H Lot 1 Base of Lot
AU3 – Prepared surface. Clay 10YR 4/2 and limestone ballast. Units excavated: G2, H2. The
prepared surface and its ballast, Floor 1, is made of clay and crushed limestone approximately
six to nine centimeters thick. A three-course high stack of cut limestone blocks uncovered in the
southeast corner of Unit H in the humus root zone extended slightly into the prepared surface,
but no other limestone was uncovered. This analytical unit was ended at 26 to 38 cmbs where
crushed limestone inclusions were no longer present. Three postholes were uncovered at the
base of AU3. The first, Feature 4, was in the northwest corner of Unit G. The other two,
Features 8 and 9, were located in Unit H, roughly centered east to west, with the first one
beginning about 40 cm from the northern edge of the unit, and the second beginning about 10 cm
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south of the first. The analytical unit contained a high concentration of artifacts with Unit G
containing the most. Daub was recovered from both units. A petrified palm wood mano was
recovered from the northeastern corner of Unit G. Two jutes were recovered, one from each
unit. Three obsidian blades were recovered from Unit G. Two pieces of slate were also
recovered from Unit G. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic II.
AU4 – Postholes. Clay 10YR 3/2. Units excavated: Lot G4 is Feature 4; Lot H3 is Feature 8;
Lot H4 is Feature 9. These postholes were identified at the base of AU3. Feature 4 was 8 cm
wide and 11 cm deep with no artifacts recovered. Feature 8 was 14 cm wide and 3 cm deep. It
contained two pieces of limestone, ceramics and lithics. Feature 9 was 19 cm wide and 10 cm
deep. It contained ceramic and lithic.
AU5 – Fill. Clay 10YR 4/4. Units excavated: G3. This analytical unit contained several pieces
of medium-sized cobbles and undressed limestone that were laid down thicker in the eastern
portion of the unit. The level was concluded at 34 to 47 cmbs when we came to a yellow (10YR
5/6) clay with almost no artifacts. Three more postholes were revealed at this level and are
described below as AU6. This lot contained ceramics, lithics, one piece of daub and one jute.
Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic.
AU6 – Postholes. Clay 10YR 3/2. Units excavated: Lot G5 is Feature 5; Lot G6 is Feature 6;
Lot G7 is Feature 7. These postholes were uncovered at the base of AU5. Feature 5 was 11 cm
wide and 10 cm deep. No artifacts were recovered. Feature 6 was 18 cm wide and 22 cm deep
and contained ceramic and lithics. Feature 7 was 16 cm wide and 23 cm deep and contained
ceramic and lithics.
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Operation 54 Unit I-J
These units were placed to test the rectilinear signature in the southwestern portion of the
survey area. Unit I was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented north/south placed to intersect with the corner of
the magnetic signature. Unit J was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented north/south placed directly east of Unit
I in order to follow a prepared surface located in Unit I. This anomaly is located to the east of
Agricultural Field System 2 within a moderately dense cluster of anomalies; therefore,
excavations may uncover more agricultural plots or possibly a field house or champa. The
surface of these units was sloping gently down to the west (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 54 I-J Area of Excavation
In this subop, we encountered two prepared surfaces that consisted of packed clay and
limestone flecks. The first prepared surface (AU5) consisted of brown (10YR 4/6) clay with
crushed limestone inclusions. This accumulated surface became less dense and eventually
disappeared at the northern and eastern edges of the excavations. A second prepared surface
(AU8) was located beneath this one, separated by about 12cm of fill (AU6), and it consisted of a
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yellow (10YR 5/6) clay with crushed limestone inclusions. It also disappeared in the same
direction as Floor 1. The breaks between the material on the first prepared surface (AU4) and
Floor 1 (AU5), as well as between the fill (AU6) and Floor 2 (AU8) were difficult to distinguish
in the profile (Figure 4.9) as the soil matrices were the same except for the presence of crushed
limestone flecks in AU5 and AU8.

Figure 4.9 54J South Profile
Table 4.5 Analytical Units
AU
Analytical Unit Name
Number
AU1
Humus Layer
AU2
Accumulated surface
AU3
Postholes
AU4
Material on prepared
structure surface.
AU5
Prepared Surface
AU6
Fill
AU7
Postholes
AU8
Prepared Surface

Excavated
Lots
I1, J1, J2
I2, I3, J3, J4
J5, J6, J7
I4, J8.

TPQ

J9
J10
J11, J12
J13

Classic
Classic
Classic
Unknown
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Late Classic II
Late Classic II
Late Classic II
Late Classic II

Table 4.6 Harris Matrix

Five postholes were located at two different levels, all in the eastern portion of the
excavations (Figure 4.10 and 4.11). The first set of postholes were found at the same level as the
material accumulated on Floor 1 (AU4). They were located at the edges of the eastern edge of
Floor 1. The second set of postholes was located at the same level as Floor 2. They were located
either on the edges of Floor 2 or just outside. This arrangement of floors and postholes lends
evidence to suggest that two separate perishable structures were rebuilt in the same place over a
considerable period of time. There were a moderate amount of artifacts throughout most of the
lots, but they became much less dense toward the bottom of the units. The material (AU 4) that
sat on the second prepared surface had by far the highest artifact density in this excavation. The
edge of the prepared surfaces to the north and east of the excavations seems to correspond to the
magnetic signature being tested from the magnetometer data.
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Figure 4.10 54J4 Posthole Locations

Figure 4.11 54J10 Posthole Locations
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Given the close proximity to Field System 2 and the ephemeral nature of the two
constructions, it is likely they represent field houses or champas associated with the agricultural
plots. Heindel (2018) uncovered the presence of three other possible structures associated with
the agricultural field systems. Two of these structures, one at each field system, were identified
by stone platforms. The third, located at Field System 1, was identified by a single posthole in
association with a prepared surface. The two different types of informal field structures indicate
that multiple kinds of outbuildings were constructed in the fields, some more durable than others.
AU1 – Humus layer. Clay loam 10YR 2/2. Units excavated: I1, J1, J2. The humus layer was
uniform except for a burnt area of darkened soil and charcoal that was evident mostly in the
northern half of Unit J. It was first identified at the base of J1 and continuing through J2. There
was a small amount of daub found in Unit J. There were also two obsidian blades and one piece
of slate recovered. This analytical unit ended 3 to 12 cmbs at a lighter brown clay loam (10YR
4/3). Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic II.
AU2 – Accumulated surface. Clay loam 10YR 4/3. Units excavated: I2, I3, J3, J4. This
analytical unit contained an increased amount of artifacts, as well as a small amount of burned
limestone and charcoal, mostly in the northern part of Unit J. The burned area first seen in the
humus level continued downward into the accumulated surface and was almost gone at the base
of this AU. However, a small area of burnt matrix remained and was present in Units I and J
where the two units meet. At the base of this AU three postholes were uncovered. The first
posthole (Feature 12) was filled with yellow silty clay (10YR 6/6) and degraded burned
limestone at the top; it was located near the middle of Unit J. Another posthole (Feature 11) was
filled with a dark brown (10YR 2/1) matrix and l was identified about 20 cm northwest of
Feature 12. A third posthole (Feature 10) was identified in the southwest corner with the same
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dark brown (10YR 2/1) fill (Figure 4.12). Daub was present in both units but more prevalent in
Unit J. Five obsidian blades, one groundstone fragment and three pieces of slate were also
recovered. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic II.

Figure 4.12 54J Unit J Lot 4 Base of Lot
AU3 – Postholes. Units excavated: J5, J6 Clay loam 10YR 2/1. Lot J7 Silty clay 10YR 6/6. Lot
J5 is Feature 10 and it was 13cm wide and 11cm deep. It contained lithics, ceramics and daub.
Lot J6 is Feature 11 and it was 15cm wide and 42cm deep. It contained lithics, ceramics, and
daub. It also had small limestone inclusions with some burned limestone. Lot J7 is Feature 12
and it was 15cm wide and 11cm deep. It contained ceramic, lithic and charcoal.
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AU4 – Material on prepared structure surface. Clay 10YR 4/6. Units excavated: I4, J8. This
level contained a higher density of artifacts than the previous levels and was approximately 10
cm thick. Burned limestone, as well as small amounts of charcoal were also found throughout
this level. Daub was present in both units and two obsidian blades were recovered. The lot was
ended at 26 to 38 cmbs where a prepared surface was identified. At the base of this level there
was no change in the color of the soil, but there was a relatively flat surface with crushed
limestone that become less dense to the north and east of the units. Ceramic analysis dated this
analytical unit to the Late Classic II.
AU5 – Prepared surface. Clay 10YR 4/6. Units excavated: J9. This level consisted of dark
yellow clay (10YR 4/6) with crushed limestone. The limestone flecks became lighter toward the
eastern edge of Unit J where the soil transitioned to a lighter yellow clay (10YR 6/6). It
contained fewer artifacts than the previous level. Daub was recovered from this lot, as well as
one jute. It was ended 40 to 46 cmbs where the soil became a yellow (10YR 6/6) clay with a few
flecks of crushed limestone still present. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the
Classic.
AU6 – Fill. Clay 10YR 6/6 and 10YR 5/6. Units excavated: J10. This yellow clay was dense
with small gravel inclusions. In the western portion, extending to about 15 cm from the northern
edge, was a darker clay (10YR 5/6). The limestone flecks that were seen on the surface of this
clay disappeared as we dug down into this fill. They became present again at the bottom of this
level in the darker clay in the western portion. Only ceramic, lithic and daub were recovered
from this level. This level ended at 46 to 58 cmbs at yellow (10YR 6/6) clay in the middle and
eastern portion of the unit. At the base of this lot two postholes (Feature 13 and 14) were
uncovered in the yellow clay (Figure 4.13). This lot was ended because of the reappearance of
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limestone flecks in conjunction with new postholes. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit
to the Classic.

Figure 4.13 54J Unit J Lot 10 Base of Lot
AU7 – Postholes. Clay 10YR 3/1. Units excavated: J11 is Feature 13; J12 is Feature 14.
Feature 13 was 12 cm wide and 20 cm deep slanting slightly down to the southwest. It contained
one obsidian blade and no other artifacts. Feature 14 was 15cm wide and 6cm deep with no
artifacts.
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AU8 – Prepared surface. Clay 10YR 6/6 and 10YR 5/6. Units excavated: J13. The prepared
surface in the western edge of the unit consisted of a darker yellow (10YR 5/6) clay with crushed
limestone and was approximately 5 to 10cm thick. Only 16 sherds, 4 lithics and a piece of daub
were recovered from this level. No diagnostic sherds were recovered from this unit so a date
could not be established for this context. This lot was concluded at 56 to 65 cmbs where the
limestone inclusions ended and the yellow clay (10YR 6/6) covered the entire unit.
Operation 54 Unit K
This unit was placed to test a set of dipoles identified in the southeastern portion of the
survey area which may represent a cut and fill or burning event. This unit was 1 x 2m in size and
oriented north/south on an area of flat ground to the east of Group 3 (Figure 4.14). The
“checkerboard” patterning of magnetic signatures surrounding the dipoles is consistent with
plaza fill elsewhere at the site, a hypothesis confirmed by our excavations.

Figure 4.14 54K Area of Excavation
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In this deep (125 cmbs) unit, we encountered two prepared surfaces and four plaza fill layers.
The first prepared surface was beneath the humus layer and was made up of a brown (10YR 3/1)
clay with crushed limestone flecks. This analytical unit had the highest artifact density within
this unit. The next four levels were plaza fills made up of medium to large river cobbles and
limestone, which became larger toward the bottom of each fill level. In the profile (Figure 4.15)
there were three distinct fill layers differentiated by changes in the color of the soil matrix. The
second fill layer (AU4) and the third fill layer (AU6) were indistinguishable in the profile and
were only separated due to the appearance of a posthole (AU5) and a change in the color of the
soil in the northern portion of the unit. After the second fill layer (AU4), the size of the unit was
reduced to a 1 x 1 meter square and we only continued to dig down in the southern half of the
unit. The total depth of all plaza fill levels combined was approximately 80cm. At the base of
the last fill layer (AU7) was the second prepared surface consisting of a brown (10YR 4/3) clay
with crushed limestone flecks, accompanied by a marked increase in artifact density. Although
the artifact density distinctly increased compared to the plaza fill (AU7) above, it was still much
less than that of the first prepared surface (AU2). We ended the excavations at this point because
the project ended, not because we encountered sterile soil. The lone feature identified was a
posthole (AU5) which may have been responsible for the dipole identified in the magnetic
survey, although it is more likely that the river cobbles and limestone chunks found throughout
the fill layers account for the checkerboard nature of the magnetic signature.
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Figure 4.15 54K South Profile

Table 4.7 Analytical Units
AU
Analytical Unit
Number
Name
AU1
Humus Layer
AU2
Prepared Surface
AU3
Plaza Fill
AU4
Plaza Fill
AU5
Posthole
AU6
Plaza Fill
AU7
Plaza Fill
AU8
Occupation Surface

Excavated
Lots
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
K8
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TPQ
Terminal Classic
Late Classic I
Late Preclassic
Late Preclassic
Late Preclassic
Late Preclassic
Middle Preclassic
Cunil

Table 4.8 Harris Matrix

AU1 – Humus layer. Clay loam 10YR 2/1. Units excavated: K1. Artifacts were visibly
abundant in the humus root zone. Four jutes, one obsidian blade and one piece of daub were
recovered. This lot was ended at 10 to 18 cmbs, where smaller (~1-6 cm) river cobbles and
undressed limestone fragments began to appear with crushed limestone flecks throughout the
unit. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Terminal Classic.
AU2 – Prepared surface. Clay loam 10YR 3/1. Units excavated: K2. Crushed limestone was
visible throughout this level. Artifacts were also dense in this level and 19 jutes, two obsidian
blades and one piece of slate were recovered. This lot was ended at 19 to 27 cmbs, where small
to medium sized (~6-25cm) river cobble and undressed limestone covered the base of the unit.
Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Classic I.
AU3 – Plaza fill. Clay loam 10YR 4/3. Units excavated: K3. The first layer of plaza fill
consisted of brown clay loam with small to medium sized (~6-25cm) river cobble and limestone
fragments. The base of this level contained river cobbles and undressed limestone across most of
the unit. Ceramic and lithics were less abundant but larger ceramic sherds were recovered than
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in the previous levels. Eighteen jutes and two obsidian blades were also recovered. This lot was
ended at 28 to 33 cmbs where the soil changed to a yellow (10YR 6/8) clay. Ceramic analysis
dated this analytical unit to the Late Preclassic.
AU4 – Plaza fill. Clay loam 10YR 6/8. Units excavated: K4. The second fill layer was
differentiated from the first only by a change in the color of the soil. River cobbles and
undressed limestone fragments (~6-25cm) continued to be abundant throughout the matrix.
Artifacts decreased greatly, and we recovered only nine sherds and 18 lithics. Six jutes and one
piece of daub were also recovered. This lot was ended at 34 to 41 cmbs, where a posthole was
located near the southeastern corner and the northern portion of the unit changed to a browner
(10YR 5/3) clay. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Preclassic.
AU5 – Posthole. Clay 10YR 3/2. Units excavated K5. This posthole (Feature 15) was 12 cm
wide. It was excavated down to a level that contained a matrix with the same soil texture and
color as the fill of the posthole, so the depth could not be determined, but it was at least 20cm
deep. No artifacts were recovered. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late
Preclassic.
AU6 – Plaza fill. Clay 10YR 6/8. Units excavated K6. The third fill layer consisted of
brownish yellow clay with the same cobble fill as above. This lot was separated due to the
presence of a posthole and a change to a darker brown (10YR 5/3) soil in the northern portion of
the unit. In order to excavate as deep as possible before the conclusion of the field season, this
unit was reduced to a 1 x 1 m unit in the southern half of the original unit. At the base of the lot
there was line of medium to large limestone (~6-25cm), starting about 20cm north on the eastern
profile and ending in the northern profile at about 40cm west, with no cobbles to the southwest
of this line (Figure 4.16). Again, artifact density was very low and only lithics and ceramics
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were recovered. This unit was ended at 52 to 64 cmbs where the soil changed to a dark brown
(10YR 3/2) clay. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Preclassic.

Figure 4.16 54J Unit K Lot 6 Base of Lot
AU7 – Plaza fill. Clay mottled 10YR 3/2, 5/8, 6/8. Units excavated K7. The fourth fill layer
was a mix of different soil colors and contained several large (~25-50cm) undressed limestone
fragments and a few larger river cobbles. It was ended at 102 to 107 cmbs where the rocks
ended, and the soil was a brown (10YR 4/3) clay with flecks of crushed limestone throughout the
unit. Up until this level, artifacts had been very light, but here several ceramic sherds could be
seen throughout the level. Daub and two pieces of shell (possibly river clam) were recovered
from this lot. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Late Preclassic.
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AU8 – Prepared surface. Clay 10YR 4/3. Units excavated K8. The second prepared surface
was identified as a dense scatter of artifacts and crushed limestone. These artifacts were more
abundant at the surface and became fewer toward the bottom of the lot. This lot did not contain
any of the larger cobbles and limestone found in the previous levels. A few pieces of smaller
(~1-6cm) limestone pieces were found. The lot was ended at 115 to 125 cmbs without a soil
change due to the conclusion of the field season. Two pieces of shell and two shell beads were
recovered from this lot. Six pieces of daub, 74 jutes and seven bone fragments were also
recovered. Ceramic analysis dated this analytical unit to the Cunil phase of the Terminal Early
Preclassic or Early Middle Preclassic.
Discussion
The goal of the research was to identify the magnetic signature of domestic platforms or
patio-focused groups. LeCount has suggested that zones of enhanced magnetism produced by
the magnetometer survey of visible patio-focused groups can be used as a signature for locating
buried ones (LeCount et al. 2019). I excavated one such signature (54A-D) and three other
complex signatures. The most likely patio-focused group signature (54A-D), did not produce any
evidence of a structure. There, a group of undressed limestone fragments was located, which are
not found naturally in this portion of the site. This group of limestone fragments is roughly
located where the corner of the linear magnetic signature was shown on the magnetic survey.
Interestingly, this excavation recovered an unusually high number of lithics compared to
ceramics. This was also the case for the previously excavated Unit 14F within this zone of
enhanced magnetism. It was placed 6 meters to the northwest of 54A-D in 2011 by John Blitz
and Dan Salberg (Blitz et al. 2012: 180). They interpreted Strata A as a possible lithic
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production locus. These excavations are located in close proximity to Structure 48 and the
activity surface exposed by our excavations may be associated with this structure.
The signature (54E-H) tested in the northwestern portion of the survey area was
rectilinear in form with a center of less magnetic strength. Excavations located multiple
postholes, stacked limestone, as well as a prepared surface. The identification of two incensario
sherds points to this area being a possible area of ritual activity where perishable buildings were
rebuilt multiple times. The limestone wall may have acted as a façade to a platform or a wall
associated with a perishable construction, but more excavations are needed to determine their
use. Previous excavations (14M - N) conducted by Millar (2016) located a possible water
channeling system associated with a sloped terrace wall to the east of nearby Structure 90.
Heindel (2017) returned to this area and excavated a broader exposure of this feature. She found
additional walls, floors and features including a child burial and a bead cache. In conjunction
with the previous findings, she interpreted the remains as an elaborate drainage system with
ritual features located on the toe of the ridge overlooking Requena Creek. Due to the close
proximity of the channel features to the perishable structures found this summer, it is likely that
all these remains are representative of a single field complex.
The signature (54I-J) tested in the southwestern portion of the survey area consists of a
small cluster of complex dipoles with linear signatures to the north and east. Excavations located
a number of postholes associated with two superimposed, prepared clay surfaces and evidence of
burning. The cluster of dipoles in the center of this anomaly is likely a result of the burning
event encountered in the humus layer of the excavations, which extended into the level below.
The edges of the prepared surfaces, which end to the north and east of the burned area, is the
likely cause of the linear signatures being tested. This structure is located near known
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agricultural terraces (Agricultural Plot System 2) excavated by Heindel (2018, 2019) and could
represent informal perishable structures used in connection with agricultural work. Three other
possible structures associated with the agricultural Field System 1 and 2 have previously been
excavated. Two of these structures, one at each field system, were identified by stone platforms.
The third, located at Field System 1, was identified by a single posthole in association with a
prepared surface. These constructions represent at least two different kinds of outbuildings
associated with agricultural fields: 1) durable platforms lined and filled with rock and 2)
perishable huts consisting of wattle-and-daub walls supported by poles and underlain with a clay
floor.
The final signature (54K) tested in the southeastern portion of the survey area east of
Group 3 is a set of complex dipoles located within a dense cluster of anomalies. Excavations
found a prepared surface overlaying four thick layers of plaza fill, one of which contained a
single posthole, and another prepared surface at the base of the excavations near sterile. The
posthole in this excavation could have contributed to the dipole signatures seen in the
magnetometry survey. However, it is more likely that uneven cobble fill may have been a factor.
The checkerboard pattern of anomalies in which the dipoles are located are similar to the
signatures seen in other areas of the site with large cobble plaza fill (Chambers-Koenig 2013).
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CHAPTER 5: ARTIFACT ANALYSIS
In this chapter I will discuss the analysis of the artifacts recovered from my excavations.
First, I will discuss the creation of the Actuncan Artifact Inventory Master Database (or Master
Database for short), which is an inventory of all artifacts from excavation lots, as well as
contextual data including structure type (households, plazas, civic structures, etc.) and
excavation volume. These data will be used to create artifact indices based on structure types as
a way to predict the cultural context of unknown archaeological remains. Second, I will present
the artifact data from my suboperations (Subops), including totals for each artifact class, as well
as ceramic type totals for individual lots and entire subops. To conclude, I will show the results
of my k-means statistical analysis of these assemblages. All these data will be used to compare
artifact assemblages from my excavations to others throughout the site.
The goal of the artifact analyses is to determine if the archaeological remains from my
ground-truthing excavations are representative of households based on the analysis of artifact
classes. It is hypothesized that household artifact classes from households should be similar, but
also statistically different from remains associated with non-household groups from the same
time period. Households should be different from other contexts because they represent a unique
set of practices not found in other structures throughout the site. Households are spaces in which
many daily activities, particularly preparation and consumption of food, occur on a daily basis
requiring a variety of tools and vessels. My past research conducted on artifact
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densities from the Master Database shows that commoner households tend to have higher levels
of certain artifacts than other contexts. I hypothesize that commoner households will have a
higher density of artifacts than those from non-domestic contexts due to the central role these
spaces play in the everyday life of those who lived there, and it will prove to be statistically
significant.
Cultural anthropologists tend to have a more varied view of what constitutes a household than
archaeologists who focus on the material components of life. They recognize that households
may take very different forms across cultures (Wilk 1991:34-35) and that even in a single
cultural group household organization represent a range of possibilities (Arnould and Netting
1982: 572). Who lives together is constrained by what Pierre Bourdieu (1977: 95) termed
habitus. Habitus is a set of unconscious generative schemes that sets limits on behavior based on
learned social and historical conditions within communities. Although habitus acts on
individuals to constrain the possible forms that households can take in a society, individuals may
exercise their agency to produce a range of household forms that push these limits and alter the
possibilities of what is considered an acceptable form (Moore 2012: 300). The form a household
takes is a balance between pragmatic concerns and the constraints placed on household members
by a culture (Wilk 1988: 135). Pauketat and Alt (2005) have shown how agency can be revealed
in archaeological remains by documenting practical variability through time and across space,
comparing histories of practices, and tacking back and forth between multiple lines of evidence
at different scales of analysis.
Maya archaeologists have documented that patio-focused groups are residential
(Ashmore and Wilk 1988: 98). These patio groups represent a common household type in
preindustrial agrarian societies in which extended family groups live together as a household that
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pools resources (Ashmore and Wilk 1988: 122), similar to the way modern Maya descent groups
live in multiple homes around a patio. The success of these households depends on a pooling of
resources and labor by men who work together to produce maize for the household and women
who cook the maize and care for children (Vogt 1970: 50). The more intensified agriculture
becomes the closer farmers will want to live to their fields. This gives modern and ancient Maya
settlement areas an open “garden-city” appearance with households spaced far enough apart to
allow for agricultural fields and other activity areas around them (Tourtellot 1993:222).
Comparative Data: The Actuncan Archaeology Project Master Inventory
While raw artifact numbers and densities can be used to understand differences between
individual suboperations, they cannot be used to interpret cultural contexts by themselves. Here,
I discuss the Master Database that is used to generate artifact density indices from different
contexts at the site: households, civic structures, and formal plazas (not settlement areas). These
site-wide indices will be compared to my assemblages from the four ground-truth suboperations
to interpret the context of the archaeological remains.
Each season, the AAP inventories the artifacts in each lot by the total amount of soil excavated,
as well as the number and weight of all material classes (ceramics, lithic, jutes, daub, obsidian,
marine shell, bone, groundstone, slate and plaster) recovered from that lot. All materials from
each field season conducted by AAP have been recorded in separate excel databases. In 2017, I
compiled all yearly inventories into a Master Database for use in an independent research
project. Along with the information from the yearly inventories, contextual variables were added
including 1) structure number, 2) group name, 3) structure type (e.g. noble household, elite
household, common household, civic structure, or plaza), 4) time period, and 5) gallons of matrix
excavated. I converted the gallons into cubic meters for this analysis. Using this database, I
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totaled the number of each artifact class for each individual lot. Then, Dr. LeCount and I
aggregated the artifact data by analytical unit. The analytical unit is determined by the
researcher, but in this case, I am interested in organizing the data by structure or architectural
group. In order to make the artifact assemblages for each context comparable regardless of the
extent of the excavations performed at each one, I divided the totals by cubic meters excavated
from each to get an artifact density.
Once artifact densities were created for each structure, I imported the data into SPSS for
statistical analysis. The first step was to run descriptive analyses on the data from the Master
Database to see if it could be considered normal. The majority of the data did not meet the
standards of skewness between -1 and 1 or kurtosis between -1 and 2, so the data was considered
not to be normal (Table A.3). This means a nonparametric ANOVA would be the most
appropriate test to see if there is a significant difference between the artifact densities of different
structure types. This type of test compares medians, which because of the non-normal
distribution of this data will be a better representation of the center than the mean.
When a nonparametric ANOVA was run, it revealed that there was indeed a significant
difference in artifact class densities between different structure types. Given the scale of table,
the descriptive data is presented in Appendix A (Table A.3) and only the ANOVA statistics
(Table 5.1) and class medians (Table 5.2) are presented here.
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Table 5.1 Nonparametric ANOVA
Jutes
Marine
Sherds Lithics per Daub Shell Obsidian Groundstone Bone Plaster Slate
per m3 per m3 m3 per m3 per m3 per m3
per m3
per m3 per m3 per m3
Kruskal- 18.338 19.104 8.951 14.143 9.557 12.070
11.613 11.403 8.021 17.831
Wallis H
df
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Asymp.
.001
.001 .062 .007
.049
.017
.020 .022 .091 .001
Sig.
a. Kruskal Wallis Test

The ANOVA test shows that the most significant differences in artifact density occur in ceramic
sherds, lithics and slate. These artifact classes are all significant at a P-value of 0.001. Other
artifact classes that show significant difference at a P-value of 0.05 are: daub, marine shell,
obsidian, groundstone, and bone. So, these results indicate that it is possible to differentiate
certain contexts from one another by looking at those artifact density classes that are statically
significant (i.e., sherds, lithics, daub, marine shell, groundstone, bone, and slate).
When looking at the median artifact class densities by structure type a few trends can be noticed
(Table 5.2). Common households have the highest density in all classes except for jutes. In
contrast, civic structures contain the lowest density in all classes. The remaining three categories
vary as to their position in the density rankings.
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Table 5.2 Median artifacts densities by structure type per cubic meter
Common
Elite
Noble Civic
Formal
Artifact
Households Households House Structures Plazas
Ceramic
2444.61
812.56 439.22
383.19 676.18
Lithic
455.14
164.22 185.17
108.70 284.61
Jutes
19.77
28.51
2.66
7.55
8.05
Daub
25.21
2.84
1.89
0.00
3.40
Marine shell
0.68
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.13
Obsidian
4.09
2.60
2.30
0.04
0.15
Groundstone
0.79
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.09
Bone
3.27
0.99
0.72
0.00
0.00
Plaster
4.42
2.29
0.17
0.00
0.12
Slate
1.90
0.82
0.17
0.00
0.48
1015.68 632.30
499.48 973.21
Total
2959.88

Artifact Analysis of 2019 Suboperations
Initial artifact analysis took place at the onsite lab located at Clarissa Falls in Belize. The
recovered artifacts were washed and sorted into artifact classes by local women hired from the
nearby town of San Jose Succotz. I then verified the classifications, and counted and entered the
totals into the “Martha’s Inventory”, a spreadsheet used by the Actuncan Archaeological Project
(AAP) to yearly record the quantity and weight of artifacts by lot, in which there could be
multiple field bags of artifacts. Total number of artifacts by class and densities by cubic meter
are listed here in Table 5.3. Ceramic analysis was performed by Dr. Lisa LeCount and Wade
Tidwell to assign terminus post quem (TPQ) dates to the analytical units (see Table 4.1, 4.3, 4.5,
4.7). The full results of this artifact class analysis listed by lot can be seen in the Appendix Table
A.1.
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Table 5.3 Artifact Class number and density by Suboperation
Subop
54 AD
54 EH
54 I-J
54 K

Subop

54 AD
54 EH
54 I-J
54 K

Sherds

Lithics

Jutes

Daub

Marine
Shell
No. M3

No.

M3

No.

M3

No.

M3

No.

M3

1184

254.29

1630

350.08

8

1.72

93

19.97

0

933

218.12

473

110.58

9

2.10

43

10.05

1259
604

432.50
249.31

675
462

231.88
190.70

1
0.34
121 49.95

74
12

25.42
4.95

Gr. stone
No
M3
.

Bone
No
.

M3

Plaster
No
M3
.

Slate

Obsidian
No.

M3

0

14

3.01

0

0

12

2.81

0
0

0
0

10
5

3.44
2.06

Total

Volume

No
.

M3

M3

M3

1

0.21

4

0.86

0

0

2

0.43

630.58

4.66

1

0.23

0

0

0

0

2

0.47

344.36

4.27

1
0

0.34
0

0
7

0
2.89

0
0

0
0

4
1

1.37
0.41

695.30
500.28

2.91
2.43

A simple visual comparison of the subop data reveals variation in artifact density overall.
When looking at the differences between artifact densities, Subop54 I-J has the highest total
artifact density. Subop 54A-D has a slightly lower density, followed by Subop 54K, which has a
much lower density. 54E-H has by far the lowest density at less than half of the density of
Subop54 I-J. A nonparametric ANOVA results in a p-value of 0.392 meaning this difference is
not statistically significant (Table A.2). However, with a sample size of only four it was unlikely
that statistical significance would be established.
In terms of artifact classes, some interesting patterns emerge. For lithics, Subop 54A-D has the
highest density of lithics and is the only subop to have a higher density of lithics than ceramic
sherds. In all other artifact classes this subop is the second or third most dense. Subop 54 E-H
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has the lowest density of both ceramic sherds and lithics and did not have the highest density of
any artifact class. This seems to point to a reduced scale of activity in this area compared to the
other subops. Subop 54I-J has the highest density of ceramic sherds, daub, obsidian,
groundstone, and slate. It also has the second highest density of lithics. It contained the lowest
density of jutes and, along with Subop 54E-H, had no bone. This points to an area with a wide
range of activities occurring relative to the other subops. The most striking difference in the
artifact assemblage of Subop 54K as compared to other subops is the high density of both jutes
and bone, which was the highest of any subop. It contained the lowest density of daub, obsidian,
groundstone and slate. Ceramics and lithics in this subop were relatively low as well, and were
only higher than Subop 54E-H. These differences offer insights to the types of activities
occurring at these locations but comparison to known contexts will provide a better
understanding.
Comparisons of Suboperation Assemblages to Structure Type Assemblages
Subop 54A-D. When you look at the overall artifact density of Subop 54A-D (Table 5.4), it is
lower than all households and formal plazas falling just below the noble household. Its ceramic
density is less than all known contexts. However, the lithic density is higher than all contexts
except commoner households. This higher density of lithics compared to ceramics is not seen in
any of the known contexts and may indicate that this is an area of lithic production. The density
of jutes is less than all contexts. Daub and obsidian are higher than all contexts aside from
common households. With no marine shell or plaster recovered this subop is lower than all
median densities except civic structures which also have zero density. Groundstone and bone are
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denser in this subop than all but common and elite households. The density of slate falls below
common households, elite households and formal plazas but higher than the noble household and
civic structures.
Table 5.4 Comparison of Artifact Median Densities to the 54A-D Assemblage by Structure Type
Common
Elite
Noble
Civic
Formal Subop 54A-D
Households Households Household Structure Plaza
(m3)
3
3
3
3
3
Artifact Class
(m )
(m )
(m )
(m )
(m )
254.29
Ceramic
2444.61
812.56
439.22
383.19 676.18
350.08
Lithic
455.14
164.22
185.17
108.70 284.61
1.72
Jutes
19.77
28.51
2.66
7.55
8.05
19.97
Daub
25.21
2.84
1.89
0.00
3.40
0.00
Marine shell
0.68
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.13
3.01
Obsidian
4.09
2.60
2.30
0.04
0.15
0.21
Groundstone
0.79
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.86
Bone
3.27
0.99
0.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
Plaster
4.42
2.29
0.17
0.00
0.12
0.43
Slate
1.90
0.82
0.17
0.00
0.48
1015.68
632.30
499.48 973.21
630.58
Total
2959.88

Subop 54E-H. The overall artifact density of Subop 54E-H is much lower than all known
contexts and falls closest to civic structures (Table 5.5). The density of ceramic and jutes are
lower than all known contexts as well. Lithic density is lower than all but civic structures, which
is only slightly lower than this subop. Daub, obsidian and groundstone densities, on the other
hand, are higher than all contexts aside from common households. With no marine shell, bone or
plaster recovered, these densities are lower than all but civic structures, and formal plazas for
bone. The density of slate is higher than the noble household and civic structures but lower than
common households, elite households and formal plazas.
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Table 5.5 Comparison of Artifact Median Densities to the 54E-H Assemblage by Structure Type
Common
Elite
Noble
Civic
Formal Subop 54E-H
Households Households Household Structure Plaza
(m3)
Artifact Class
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
218.12
Ceramic
2444.61
812.56
439.22
383.19 676.18
110.58
Lithic
455.14
164.22
185.17
108.70 284.61
2.10
Jutes
19.77
28.51
2.66
7.55
8.05
10.05
Daub
25.21
2.84
1.89
0.00
3.40
0.00
Marine shell
0.68
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.13
2.81
Obsidian
4.09
2.60
2.30
0.04
0.15
0.23
Groundstone
0.79
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
Bone
3.27
0.99
0.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
Plaster
4.42
2.29
0.17
0.00
0.12
0.47
Slate
1.90
0.82
0.17
0.00
0.48
1015.68
632.30
499.48 973.21
344.36
Total
2959.88

Subop 54I-J. The overall density for Subop 54I-J is lower than common households, elite
households, and formal plazas but higher than the noble household and civic structures (Table
5.6). Ceramic density is lower than those for all structure types, except civic structures. The
density of lithics is higher than those for all structure types all, except commoner households and
formal plazas. Jutes are less dense than those from all known contexts, while daub is denser than
those from all known contexts. With no marine shell, bone or plaster recovered, these densities
are lower than those from all structure types, except civic structures, and formal plazas for bone.
Obsidian, groundstone and slate densities are higher than those for all contexts except for
common households.
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Table 5.6 Comparison of Artifact Median Densities to the 54I-J Assemblage by Structure Type
Common
Elite
Noble
Civic
Formal Subop 54I-J
Households Households Household Structure Plaza
(m3)
Artifact Class
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
432.5
Ceramic
2444.61
812.56
439.22
383.19 676.18
231.88
Lithic
455.14
164.22
185.17
108.70 284.61
0.34
Jutes
19.77
28.51
2.66
7.55
8.05
25.42
Daub
25.21
2.84
1.89
0.00
3.40
0
Marine shell
0.68
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.13
3.44
Obsidian
4.09
2.60
2.30
0.04
0.15
0.34
Groundstone
0.79
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.09
0
Bone
3.27
0.99
0.72
0.00
0.00
0
Plaster
4.42
2.29
0.17
0.00
0.12
1.37
Slate
1.90
0.82
0.17
0.00
0.48
1015.68
632.30
499.48 973.21
695.3
Total
2959.88

Subop 54K. The overall density for Subop 54K is lower than those for all structure types, except
civic structures which it almost equals (Table 5.7). The density of ceramics is lower than all
known contexts. Lithic, daub and bone densities are higher than those for all structure types,
except common households. Jutes are denser here than all other contexts. With no marine shell,
groundstone or plaster recovered, this subop is less dense than all contexts except civic
structures. Obsidian is less dense here than all other contexts, except civic structures and formal
plazas. The slate density is lower than those for all structure types, except all but the noble
household and civic structures.
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Table 5.7 Comparison of Artifact Median Densities to the 54K Assemblage by Structure Type
Common
Elite
Noble
Civic
Formal
Subop 54K
Households Households Household Structure Plaza
(m3)
Artifact Class
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
249.31
Ceramic
2444.61
812.56
439.22
383.19 676.18
190.7
Lithic
455.14
164.22
185.17
108.70 284.61
49.95
Jutes
19.77
28.51
2.66
7.55
8.05
4.95
Daub
25.21
2.84
1.89
0.00
3.40
0
Marine shell
0.68
0.63
0.00
0.00
0.13
2.06
Obsidian
4.09
2.60
2.30
0.04
0.15
0
Groundstone
0.79
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.09
2.89
Bone
3.27
0.99
0.72
0.00
0.00
0
Plaster
4.42
2.29
0.17
0.00
0.12
0.41
Slate
1.90
0.82
0.17
0.00
0.48
1015.68
632.30
499.48 973.21
500.28
Total
2959.88

K-Means Analysis
To further determine if structure types can be discerned from the Master Database, and more
importantly for this study, if the 2019 ground-truth excavations can be assigned to structure type,
a K-means analysis was performed by imputing all artifact classes that were significant at the Pvalue ≤ 0.05 level. K-means analysis uses an algorithm to partition data into K number of
clusters. To do this it creates a number of centroids equal to the number of desired clusters
selected that will create the least total mathematical distance for the data set. It then assigns each
data point (in this case individual structures or groups) to the centroid to which it is most similar
based on input variables (in this case artifact densities). The value of these centroids will change
with additional inputs or a different number of selected clusters, so it may be useful to run the
analysis with different numbers of total clusters. I ran the K-means analysis for five, four and
three clusters by structure number (in the case of elite or civic structures) or group number (in
the case of commoner patio-focused groups) and type (Table 5.8).
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The only difference among clusters was the placement of common households. With five
clusters, three of the five common households (Groups 1, 5 and 7) grouped together but Group 6
and Structure 18 became isolated in two separate clusters as the only members of their clusters.
When the number of clusters was reduced to four, commoner household Groups 5, 6 and 7
clustered together, while Group 1 and Structure 18 clustered together. Once the number of
groups was reduced to three all common households clustered together. Regardless of the
number of groups, no other structure types clustered together with common households during
this analysis.
In all three scenarios, the three structures that make up the Noble Household clustered
together. However, they also clustered with structures from the elite household, civic and plaza
categories as well. This cluster also included all four excavations from the 2019 field season.
Elite households, civic structures and plazas had structures in both groups, except commoner
households. These findings suggest that the three cluster solution is the most useful. In this
iteration, commoner households can be differentiated from all other context based on artifact
assemblage. Assemblages from the noble house are similar to those from civic structures, except
for Structure 29, which is located very close to the E-Group. Elite houses cluster together but
include some single component Early Classic (Str. 34sub1) and Terminal Classic (Strs. 7 and 8)
civic structures. These data indicate that temporal variation in assemblage composition may
affect assignment to structure type. More work is required to determine the effects of temporal
variation on cluster assignment.
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Table 5.8 K-means analysis
Structure or Group
Number
Group 1
Group 5
Group 6
Group 7
Str. 18
Str. 29
Group 8
Str. 21
Str. 22
Group 4
E Group
Platform under Str 67-76
Str. 19
Str. 19b
Str. 25
Str. 26
Str. 27
Str. 28
Str. 30
Str. 9 Plaza A
Plaza C
Plaza F
54 A-D
54 E-H
54 I-J
54 K
Str. 40
Str. 41
Str. 73
Str. 24
Str. 34 sub 1
Str. 7 Plaza A
Str. 8 Plaza A
Plaza D
Plaza H

Structure type
Common House
Common House
Common House
Common House
Common House
Elite House
Noble House
Noble House
Noble House
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Plaza
Plaza
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
Elite House
Elite House
Elite House
Civic
Civic
Civic
Civic
Plaza
Plaza

5 Clusters
1
1
4
1
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4 Clusters
1
4
4
4
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3 Clusters
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

In the following chapter I will discuss the conclusions that can be reached about each
anomaly tested during the 2019 field season. This discussion will bring together the results of
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my own excavations, artifact analysis and comparisons of the data with previous excavations and
data from the Master Database. These multiple lines of evidence will be used to reach a
conclusion about the likely cultural context of each anomaly tested. I will also discuss what can
be inferred about the continuation or changing of practices in the Northern Settlement Area and
the site at large.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this study is to provide a better understanding of the organization and spatial
patterning of commoner Maya housing groups in the Northern Settlement Area at Actuncan,
Belize. To accomplish this, I have sought to use anomaly signatures from a magnetometry
survey of this area to locate buried patio-focused groups and other structures not visible from the
surface. The excavations targeted anomalies in areas that most resembled the areas of enhanced
magnetism corresponding to patio-focused groups visible on the ground surface. Interpretations
of the excavated remains was then made by considering the nature of architectural features,
analysis of the artifact assemblages, and previously discovered remains in the vicinity of the
excavations. These interpretations are presented case-by-case in the following section because
no two signatures were alike.
Suboperation 54A-D
The subop 54A-D anomaly was found in an area of enhanced magnetism that most
closely resembled the signatures from known household groups (Figure 4.1). Units were placed
to intersect the corner of the rectilinear signature hypothesized to be the corner of a stone
platform or other construction. However, no architectural features were located during
excavations. A small line of uncut limestone uncovered in the western portion of Unit A and
extending into Unit B is presumed to be the source of the anomaly. Smaller pieces of limestone
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were found throughout the excavations as well. A higher number of Late Classic diagnostic
sherds were recovered from AU2 than from AU1 which had primarily Middle Preclassic to Early
Classic diagnostics, especially in the lower level of AU1. This indicates that material has likely
washed downslope from nearby Structure 48.
Statistical analysis of the artifact assemblage from these units revealed that it is highly
unlikely that the remains were from a commoner household. When looking at the median
artifact densities from known commoner households (Table 5.3) compared to those from this
subop (Table 5.1), the artifact densities within these excavations are lower across all artifact
classes than from known households. Known commoner households also have a much higher
median ceramic density compared to lithics. This is not the case with the collection from this
subop, where lithics were the most abundant artifact in the assemblage. The K-means analysis
supports this conclusion (Table 5.4). In all iterations of the analysis only commoner households
clustered together and the Subop 54A-D collection never clustered with them.
While the statistical analysis provides evidence that this was not a commoner household,
additional conclusions can still be drawn based on the artifacts recovered. The Subop 54A-D
assemblage contained an unusually high amount of lithics (350.08 per M3) compared to ceramics
(254.29 per M3), and lithics are the most abundant artifact class from this assemblage.
Compared to median artifact densities by structure type generated from the Master Inventory
Database, the ceramic to lithics ratio should be close to 5 to 1. In fact, in every structure
category ceramics are the most abundant artifact class. All artifact densities from these
excavations were below the median densities for commoner households (Table 5.4).
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Two platforms (Structures 48 and 88) in the northeastern portion of the settlement area
appear to be lithic production areas. Previous excavations (Units 14H and J) near Structure 88
revealed a platform that contained elevated amounts of lithic (Blitz et al. 2012). This area was
interpreted as a special use workspace. Structure 48’s zone of enhanced magnetism has been
tested twice: once in 2011 (Unit 14F) and then again in 2019 by me (Units 54A-D). These
supoperations are approximately 6 meters apart and both contained these unusually high levels of
lithic debris. The lithics from Unit 14F were analyzed by Angela Keller, who determined it was
a very generalized assemblage and this was a possible lithic production locus (Blitz et al. 2012:
177).
Taken together, all the evidence from Supop 54A-D points to these remains as being a
special use area dedicated primarily to lithic production centered around nearby Structure 88.
Although further excavations are needed to confirm this hypothesis, the presence of similar
special use areas near Structures 48 and 88 suggest a wider pattern of practice throughout the
site. Lithic production areas often are set apart from patio-focused groups because the making of
tools produce sharp debris and abundant trash. It is currently not known whether these areas are
associated with specific households or if it represents a collective workspace. If no other similar
workspaces are located in other parts of the settlement it would lend evidence to suggest that this
particular area was set aside for collective production.
Suboperation 54E-H
The Subop 54E-H anomaly is located in the northwest corner of the survey area. It is a
roughly square area of slightly enhanced positive magnetism with slightly reduced magnetism
outside of it (Figure 4.4). I placed my unit to sample the southern corner of this anomaly, which
is located to the northwest of Structure 90. In the immediate area, additional anomalies are
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lightly clustered, some of which have been tested in previous field seasons. My excavations
uncovered a total of 9 postholes, as well as a prepared surface. These features were interpreted
as the remains of a perishable structure that was rebuilt over time. Excavations also uncovered a
portion of a three-course high cut-limestone wall, which is possibly the edge of a platform under
Structure 90.
Statistical analysis of the artifact assemblage determined that this was not a commoner
household. Compared to median artifact densities by structure types generated from the Master
Database this subop had much lower artifact densities in all artifact classes (Table 5.5). But the
median density of daub, obsidian and groundstone was higher than those for other structure types
(except common households). Ceramic and lithic median densities were less than those for other
structures types, except the subop’s lithic densities which were slightly higher than civic
structures. The subop’s median slate density was almost identical to plaza’s median density, but
above that for civic structures and below that for common and elite households. With the
exception of slate density, this artifact assemblage tends to look more like those from civic
structures, which is generally less dense in all artifact categories, than other context.
Artifact analyses specific to the Subop 54E-H assemblage found more detailed
information about the use of this area. The recovery of two incensario sherds from separate
vessels suggest that this structure was likely the location of ritual activity, which is supported by
the density data presented above. Interpretations of previous excavations suggest that this entire
area was part of a larger complex of structures and landscape modifications that includes
Structure 90, terrace walls and a ditch and berm system to control water flow. Based on ceramic
analyses of all collections within the area, the complex is dated to the Late Classic period or
later. These data indicate that ritual practices associated with commoner field systems and water
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control began at the height of divine kingship, but also continued as divine kingship collapsed
during the Terminal Classic period. During the Classic period. Large-scale public ritual was
centered around civic structures within the interior of sites. As divine kingship began to wane,
commoner ritual practices continued to move away from the center of the site to a newly
constructed spaces, a pattern that would represent both a recreation and transformation of past
structures. It is interesting that the presence of incensario fragments shows that there was
continuation of the practices of the past; however, the creation of a new ritual space within the
settlement area shifted this source of power both physically and ideologically closer to the
commoners who lived in this area.
Suboperation 54I-J
Subop 54I-J is located in the southwestern corner of the survey area between Groups 6
and 7. These units were placed to test an anomaly that consists of two strong linear signatures of
reduced magnetism forming a corner to the northeast with a strong dipole located to the
southwest of the corner (Figure 4.8). Excavations revealed two prepared surfaces with a total of
five postholes along the eastern edge of the surfaces. These features were interpreted as a
perishable structure that was rebuilt over time in this location. Ceramic analysis of the
collections from these excavations dated to the Late Classic phase or later in all but the deepest
AU which had no diagnostic sherds.
Statistical analysis of the artifact assemblage determined that this was not a commoner
household. Compared to median artifact densities by structure type generated from the Master
Database the artifact densities from this subop were much lower, with a few exceptions (Table
5.6). Daub density was slightly higher in this subop than the median density from commoner
households, but densities were lower than common household medians for obsidian and slate.
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Yet, obsidian and slate densities were higher for this area than the median densities from all
other contexts. On the other hand, Subop 54I-J ceramic density was lower than all contexts
except for civic structures and lithic density was lower than commoner households and formal
plazas but higher than all other contexts. These patterns could indicate that the area was used for
production or use of some goods, though likely not at the same scale as seen in households.
High daub density is to be expected since the walls of the perishable structures might have been
covered in wattle and daub. It is also possible that artifact class densities are relatively similar
(but slightly lower in some cases) than commoner households because trash from nearby patiofocused groups was used as fertilizer and mulch to stabilize the slope (Heindel 2017: LeCount et
al. 2019). Previous excavations in this area uncovered agricultural plots just to the west of this
structure (Heindel 2017). Additional agricultural plots were also discovered downslope to the
west in conjuncture with perishable structures. One of these structures was of similar
construction to the one located in this suboperation. The other was a more durable construction
with a low stone platform. The more durable structures were interpreted as field houses or
champas used by workers in the field to get out of the elements. Given all the evidence it seems
likely that these three structures were constructed for this purpose.
Suboperation 54K
Subop 54K is located east of Group 3. This unit tested a set of strong dipoles located
within a dense cluster of dipoles that form a somewhat checkerboard-like signature (Figure
4.14). Excavations uncovered two prepared surfaces and four plaza fill layers. The first
prepared surface was followed by approximately 80 cm of fill made up of medium to large
limestone and chert cobbles. At the base of this fill another prepared surface was uncovered, but
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due to time constraints we were unable to excavate below this level. The matrix of the fill, as
well as the checkerboard pattern seen on the magnetic survey map both correspond to areas of
known formal plazas.
Statistical analysis of the artifact assemblage confirmed that this signature was not part of
a commoner household, but comparisons were unable to differentiate the context further.
Compared to median artifact densities by structure type generated from the Master Database this
subop had an artifact assemblage with lower median densities for all artifact classes than those
for commoner households, except for jutes (Table 5.7). When compared to the median artifact
densities of formal plazas, Subop 54K had a lower density of all artifact classes except for jutes,
daub, obsidian, and bone. Ceramics density was lower than the median densities from all
contexts, but lithic density was higher than all contexts aside from common houses and formal
plazas. Slate density was higher than the noble household and civic structures but lower than
other contexts but was closest to formal plazas. Jutes recovered from this excavation were much
denser than that for all other context, with elite households being the closest. It also had a higher
density of bone than all contexts except for commoner households. Although jutes were not
found to be a statistically significant predictor of structure type, the high densities found in
Subop 54K, along with a high density of bone indicates that this public area may have been the
location of feasting activities or the deposition of trash from feasts.
Ceramic analysis provided a Late Classic I TPQ for the uppermost prepared surface. The
deepest level of plaza fill had a TPQ of Middle Preclassic period (Cunil phase), and all
subsequent plaza fill layers had Late Preclassic TPQ dates. The second prepared surface beneath
the plaza dated to the Cunil phase, which is the earliest known ceramic-age for this part of the
Maya Lowlands. This surface is the first instance of a Cunil phase prepared occupation surface
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at Actuncan. While Cunil phase features have been found elsewhere (Mixter 2012; Simova
2016), they are associated with clay strata. It is unclear what activities took place on this surface,
so it is difficult to say if the construction represents a transformation of the practices being
performed in this space. However, the remarkable amount of construction that took place both
here and across the site during the Middle to Late Preclassic does point to equally important
transformations in the structures of this society. The ability to mobilize construction on this
scale would likely have coincided with a consolidation of power that would eventually lead to
divine kingship.
Final Thoughts
Two areas in particular would benefit from future excavations: the ritual complex near
Structure 90 and the plaza east of Group 3. Further excavations need to be performed in the area
of the ritual complex to understand the full scope of structures and landscape modifications
associated with it. The area of the plaza east of Group 3, or more specifically the Cunil phase
surface beneath it, would also benefit from additional excavations to confirm the dating of this
location and identify any possible structures obscured by the plaza fill.
Overall the research that has been presented here further confirms the usefulness of
magnetic surveys to locate buried anthropogenic remains. The original hypothesis that buried
patio-focused groups in the Northern Settlement Area will be more similar to anomalies from
known groups than to non-house areas could not be confirmed. However, I was able to locate
two buried structures, one plaza and one special use area. With increased understanding of
anomalies through ground-truthing it will be possible to no only locate areas of interest for
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excavation, but also to predict the types of anthropogenic features associated with certain
anomalies. This will allow for a more complete picture of the layout of the site without the need
for as much excavation.
Statistical analysis performed for this research shows that artifact densities can be used to
differentiate commoner households from other context in this area, although additional lines of
evidence are needed to understand the context of other constructions. That said, the statistical
analyses were useful in interpreting the archaeological remains from the ground-truthing
excavations. The ancient Maya families who inhabited the Northern Settlement Area, like many
other agrarian societies, would have had an abundance of practices that centered around the
household. This would be a space at the center of the daily lives of those who lived there. It
would not only contain activities related to habitation and subsistence. This would also be a
space for crafting, intra-settlement politics and child rearing. This abundance of practices
centered around the household would create denser artifact assemblages in these areas. This is
borne out by this analysis which shows much denser assemblages in commoner households than
any other context. This data also shows some general trends in the artifact assemblages of
structures across the site which can be used to better understand the practices taking place there.
It also adds to the growing knowledge about the diversity of structures and practices within the
Northern Settlement Area.
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APPENDIX A
Table A.1 Ceramic Types

54A1
Type
Calcite body
Calcite flange
Micaceous jar rim

Count
20
1
1
54A2

Type
Micaceous body
Calcite body
Micaceous jar rim
Calcite jar rim
Ashware body
Mars Orange body
Calcite bowl rim
Striated body with black waxy slip
Matte black body
Waxy red body
Polished red body
Sierra Red bowl rim
Sierra Red body

Count
11
226
2
2
1
13
5
1
3
43
1
1
1

54A3
Type
Mars Orange body
Ashware body
Calcite body
Calcite rims

Count
9
4
27
2
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54A4
Type
Calcite body
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Jacote rim

Count
11
3
1
1
54B1

Type
LCII bowl rim
Rim
Micaceous body
Calcite body

Count
1
1
4
15
54B2

Type
Reforma incised rim
Sierra Red rim
Matte black body
Jocate applique
Ashware body
Micaceous body
Calcite body
Mars Orange body
Basal Flange
Jar rim
Calcite rim
Micaceous rim
Striated body
Calcite bowl rim
EC bowl rim
Black waxy body
Red waxy body

Count
1
1
2
1
1
49
172
3
1
3
5
1
2
1
1
2
4
54B3

Type
Red polished rim
rim
bowl rim
Cream waxy body
Mars Orange rim
Mars Orange body

Count
1
1
1
1
1
9
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Micaceous body
Calcite body

2
37
54C1

Type
Calcite body
LPC lip flange
Mars Orange body
Calcite rim

Count
14
1
1
2
54C2

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Red waxy body
Calcite rim
Red waxy rim
Black waxy body
Polvero rim
Punctated micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Bowl rim
Jar rim

Count
77
14
8
10
1
2
1
1
1
5
4

54C3
Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Red polished body
Ashware body
Calcite handle
Red waxy body
Mars Orange body
Calcite rim

Count
46
3
3
1
1
2
2
4
54D1

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Basal flange
Calcite bowl rim

Count
125
23
1
1
1
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Red polished rim
Red polished body
LCII Mount Malony
Black polished body
Black waxy body
Mersed calcite body
Striated calcite body
TC Voca Falls body
Cauldron rim
Micaceous rim
Calcite rim

2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
9
54D2

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Jocote rim
Micaceous handle
Black waxy body
Polvero Lecuga rim
Polvero rim
Red waxy body
Calcite rim
Sierra Red rim
Red waxy rim
Mars Orange rim
Mars orange body

Count
73
1
1
1
4
1
1
7
4
2
2
3
3

54E1
Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Jocote rim
Striated body
Ashware body
Mars Orange body
Calcite rim
Pedregal modeled incensario
Miseria applique incensario
Precrust rim
McRae Impressed body
Belize Red body

Count
80
4
1
1
8
3
9
1
1
1
1
1
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Belize Red Rim
Alexander jar rim
Jar rim
LCII Mount Malony rim
TC Mount Malony rim
Red waxy rim
Red waxy body

1
3
2
2
1
1
1
54F1

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Ashware rim
Ashware body
Black waxy body
Mars Orange body
Calcite rim
LCII Mount Malony rim
Calcite bowl rim
Calcite Jar rim

Count
84
11
1
9
3
1
11
1
2
1
54F3

Type
Calcite body

Count
2
54G1

Type
Calcite body
Red polished body
Black polished body
Belize Red bowl rim
Belize Red body
Belize Red dish rim
Ashware body
Ashware rim
Micaceous body
Calcite rim
Lid rim
Calcite bowl rim
LCII Mount Malony rim
Calcite jar rim
Alexander jar rim

Count
186
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
46
13
2
5
3
2
1
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Cauldron rim
Lateral ridge
Micaceous jar rim
Micaceous applique
Basal flange

2
1
1
1
1
54G2

Type
Calcite body
Belize Red rim
Micaceous body
Red polished body
Mars Orange body
Calcite flange
Calcite jar rim
Calcite rim
Black waxy body

Count
126
1
4
3
1
1
1
2
2
54G3

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Calcite jar rim
Black polished body
Red polished body
Sotero Brown rim
Calcite rim

Count
26
2
2
1
1
1
2
54G4

Type
Calcite body

Count
1
54G6

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body

Count
5
1
1
54G7

Type
Calcite body
Mars Orange body

Count
4
1
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Striated calcite body

1
54H1

Type
Calcite body
Cauldron rim
Micaceous body
LCI Mount Malony
Ashware body
Calcite bowl rim
Calcite rim
Belize Red body
Red polished body
Black polished body
Lateral ridges LCI
Ring base
Basal flange
Closed olla
Calcite jar rim
Micaceous jar rim

Count
109
2
7
1
4
2
3
1
2
4
2
1
1
1
4
1
54H2

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Ashware body
Mount Malony jar rim
LCII Mount Malony bowl rim
Black polished body
Micaceous body with punctated applique
Micaceous jar rim
Calcite rim

Count
57
4
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1

54H2
Type
Calcite body

Count
1
54I1

Type
Calcite body
Calcite bowl rim

Count
10
1
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Black polished body

1
54I2

Type
Calcite body
Sierra Red rim
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Calcite bowl rim
Calcite rim
Calcite jar rim

Count
35
1
3
1
4
3
1
54I3

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous rim
Calcite bowl rim
Micaceous body
Calcite vase rim
Calcite cauldron rim
Red polished body
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Calcite rim
Striated calcite body
Black polished body

Count
74
1
3
14
1
1
3
3
1
4
1
2
54I4

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Black polished body
Balanza Black lid
Effigy vessel sherd
Kakaw bean applique
Punctated micaceous body
Spout
Red polished body
Unknown applique
Black waxy rim

Count
253
34
5
1
5
2
1
1
2
1
5
1
1
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Calcite rim
LCII Mount Malony rim
Deep bowl rim with incising
EC deep bowl rim
Sierra Red rim
Calcite jar rim
Balanza Black rim
Micaceous jar rim LC
Aguacate bowl rim
Lid rim
Calcite bowl rim

5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
7

54J1
Type
Calcite body

Count
1
54J2

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Lid rim
Calcite rim

Count
15
8
1
2
54J3

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Lid rim
Red polished body
Negroman body
Ring base
Plate rim

Count
64
15
1
1
1
1
1
54J4

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Calcite rim
Calcite jar rim
Micaceous jar rim
Balanza Black rim
Balanza Black lid rim

Count
112
6
8
2
1
1
1

117

Ring base
EC deep bowl
Spout
Black polished body
Red polished bowl rim
Red polished body
Pedestal base
Incised micaceous body
Punctated and embosed EC micaceous body

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

54J5
Type
Calcite body
Red polished body
Black polished body

Count
3
1
1
54J6

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Ashware body

Count
1
1
1
54J7

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body

Count
1
3
54J8

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Calcite rim
Foot with incising
Balanza ring base
Micaceous jar rim
Punctated micaceous body
Micaceous applique
Calcite rim
Striated calcite body
Lid rim

Count
262
43
5
2
10
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
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Black polished body
Balanza lid rim
Balanza foot
EC jar rim

3
1
1
1

54J9
Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Striated calcite body
Punctated Micaceous body
Calcite rim
Basal flange
Black polished body
Calcite bowl rim

Count
55
17
2
3
4
1
2
3

54J10
Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Calcite bowl rim
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Calcite rim

Count
29
22
1
1
1
1
54J13

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Calcite rim
Striated calcite rim

Count
11
2
2
1
54K1

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Ashware body
Mars Orange body
Striated micaceous body
Micaceous jar rim
Calcite rim
Red polished body

Count
67
20
3
3
1
1
2
1

119

TC Mount Malony

1
54K2

Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Ashware body
Mars Orange body
Striated micaceous body
Micaceous jar rim
Calcite rim
Red polished body
LCI Mount Malony
Belize Red body
Calcite ring base
Calcite jar rim
Calcite bowl rim
Micaceous body with applique
Calcite lid rim

Count
262
56
7
2
1
2
12
1
2
4
1
2
1
1
1

54K3
Type
Calcite body
Micaceous body
Micaceous rim
Calcite rim
Mars Orange spout
Mars Orange body
Cunil ashware

Count
44
14
1
1
2
2
2
54K4

Type
Calcite bowl
Jacote handle
Notched filet
Calcite bodies

Count
1
1
1
3
54K6

Type
Calcite body
Cream waxy rim with red and black pattern
Cunil ashware

Count
3
1
2
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54K7
Type
Calcite body
Mars Orange body with incising
Mars Orange body
Mars Orange rim
Cunil ashware body

Count
5
3
1
1
12

54K8
Type
Calcite body
Calcite rim
Mars Orange transitional body
Mars Orange transitional rim
Cunil ashware body
Cunil ashware rim

Count
14
1
14
5
9
1

Table A.2 Nonparametric ANOVA for total density of 2019 Suboperations
Test Statisticsa,b
Total Density
Kruskal-Wallis H
df
Asymp. Sig.

3.000
3
.392

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: Subop

Table A.3 Descriptive statistics
Descriptives
Structure Type
Sherds per m3

Statistic
Mean

288.555698073499570

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
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Lower Bound

133.746745386081240

Upper Bound

443.364650760917900
284.472012670970800

Std. Error
48.644639323655355

Median

251.802529450741130

Variance

9465.204

Std. Deviation

Civic

97.289278647310710

Minimum

218.117381423454620

Maximum

432.500351969061300

Range

214.382970545606670

Interquartile Range

162.032246679712050

Skewness

1.833

1.014

Kurtosis

3.529

2.619

442.048473490361600

56.527424089407410

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

320.809206801117100

Upper Bound

563.287740179606100

5% Trimmed Mean

432.423915477908200

Median

383.194805991808150

Variance

Common H

47930.245

Std. Deviation

218.929772102278860

Minimum

188.694412041420700

Maximum

868.644579163464800

Range

679.950167122043900

Interquartile Range

423.774574651978470

Skewness

.517

.580

Kurtosis

-.793

1.121

2398.228783271325500

167.471788669703300

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

1933.252555360608300

Upper Bound

2863.205011182042700

5% Trimmed Mean

2391.208379416367700

Median

2444.612643966701400

Variance

140234.000

Std. Deviation

Elite Ho

374.478303778935700

Minimum

1971.124313509143000

Maximum

2951.700522422756000

Range

980.576208913613300

Interquartile Range

656.290915982223400

Skewness

.604

.913

Kurtosis

.341

2.000

761.796694967322400

114.760901945956580

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

122

Lower Bound

396.576286578404000

Upper Bound

1127.017103356240600

5% Trimmed Mean

767.437154757780100

Median

812.560833081442600

Variance

Plaza

52680.258

Std. Deviation

229.521803891913150

Minimum

445.094603488568900

Maximum

976.970510217835200

Range

531.875906729266300

Interquartile Range

426.939933881662170

Skewness

-1.135

1.014

Kurtosis

1.315

2.619

758.120764035417800

127.517286906539540

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

352.303845459917400

Upper Bound

1163.937682610918500

5% Trimmed Mean

749.016215070824700

Median

676.179823354080600

Variance

Noble Ho

65042.634

Std. Deviation

255.034573813079080

Minimum

567.952642514622400

Maximum

1112.170766918887500

Range

544.218124404265000

Interquartile Range

458.393000795273340

Skewness

1.264

1.014

Kurtosis

.783

2.619

432.399937010589300

7.706005214307789

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

399.243672639784340

Upper Bound

465.556201381394300

5% Trimmed Mean

.

Median

439.221089828754500

Variance

178.148

Std. Deviation

13.347192554571784

Minimum

417.020590624510600

Maximum

440.958130578502900

Range

23.937539953992314

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Lithics per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

123

Lower Bound

-1.699

1.225

.

.

220.810008151539700

49.909463837226020

61.975819364076300

Upper Bound
5% Trimmed Mean

219.752226110094340

Median

211.289969778531200

Variance

9963.818

Std. Deviation

Civic

99.818927674452040

Minimum

110.578265180379460

Maximum

350.081827868717000

Range

239.503562688337640

Interquartile Range

189.923011820838440

Skewness

.533

1.014

Kurtosis

.862

2.619

121.050076549656570

10.983056595290565

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

97.493762971429660

Upper Bound

144.606390127883460

5% Trimmed Mean

120.124286872712660

Median

108.703369641962150

Variance

1809.413

Std. Deviation

42.537195284013890

Minimum

42.497263233676485

Maximum

216.267104050626980

Range

173.769840816950480

Interquartile Range

Common H

45.964575135640160

Skewness

.489

.580

Kurtosis

.822

1.121

448.431302443678000

71.712227219131790

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

249.326240198287480

Upper Bound

647.536364689068600

5% Trimmed Mean

444.254277725178950

Median

455.141447308186100

Variance

Elite Ho

379.644196939003100

25713.218

Std. Deviation

160.353414879889400

Minimum

273.375324745361500

Maximum

698.673725074977500

Range

425.298400329615960

Interquartile Range

268.274974262524670

Skewness

.951

.913

Kurtosis

1.354

2.000

150.239878359602870

17.035161864294867

Mean
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95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

96.026390424670270

Upper Bound

204.453366294535440

5% Trimmed Mean

151.793278808409700

Median

164.220482398864220

Variance

Plaza

1160.787

Std. Deviation

34.070323728589734

Minimum

99.626750272145190

Maximum

172.891798368537930

Range

73.265048096392750

Interquartile Range

56.391356842607960

Skewness

-1.886

1.014

Kurtosis

3.623

2.619

296.073988558459200

29.851337526935230

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

201.073709738091680

Upper Bound

391.074267378826700

5% Trimmed Mean

294.800117663712340

Median

284.609150505738500

Variance

3564.409

Std. Deviation

59.702675053870460

Minimum

243.007964848172320

Maximum

372.069688374187300

Range

129.061723526015000

Interquartile Range

111.957896862530730

Skewness
Kurtosis
Noble Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

.699

1.014

-1.835

2.619

188.416839487715070

69.469797088119210

Lower Bound

-110.487572588622500

Upper Bound

487.321251564052660
.
185.170004345368970

Variance

14478.158

Std. Deviation

120.325218148122910

Minimum

69.747897914334900

Maximum

310.332616203441430

Range

240.584718289106550

Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
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.
.121

1.225

.

.

Jutes per m3

Mean

13.527699570693597

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-25.123093768614980

Upper Bound

52.178492910002180

5% Trimmed Mean

12.236967352148698

Median

1.911109603789538

Variance

590.004

Std. Deviation

Civic

24.289989292287370

Minimum

.343526887981780

Maximum

49.945052187213534

Range

49.601525299231750

Interquartile Range

37.297602266211290

Skewness

1.994

1.014

Kurtosis

3.981

2.619

9.301348577970465

1.692019372158182

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

5.672327952866580

Upper Bound

12.930369203074354

5% Trimmed Mean

8.970446088866726

Median

7.547776481656827

Variance

42.944

Std. Deviation

6.553162849828969

Minimum

1.642044858639912

Maximum

22.916897101168384

Range

21.274852242528470

Interquartile Range

Common H

12.144994646143685

7.983409652604221

Skewness

1.031

.580

Kurtosis

.185

1.121

40.389990907452880

15.252060010392170

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-1.956516452583486

Upper Bound

82.736498267489250

5% Trimmed Mean

38.780523216727100

Median

19.766369208597464

Variance

1163.127

Std. Deviation

34.104642980143040

Minimum

14.999809498430057

Maximum

94.750590749540000

Range

79.750781251109940

Interquartile Range

57.088790699318280

Skewness

1.344
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.913

Kurtosis
Elite Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

77.088978130551570

56.250097700973730

-101.923937469751540

Upper Bound

256.101893730854670

5% Trimmed Mean

71.691231850091610

Median

28.509261606412160
12656.294

Std. Deviation

112.500195401947470

Minimum

6.896739708091854

Maximum

244.440649601290120

Range

237.543909893198280

Interquartile Range

184.436585763691450

Skewness

1.904

1.014

Kurtosis

3.653

2.619

42.123900315222110

35.024497823613586

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-69.339683377949030

Upper Bound

153.587484008393260

5% Trimmed Mean

38.338170540498900

Median

8.052332342713395

Variance

4906.862

Std. Deviation

Noble Ho

2.000

Lower Bound

Variance

Plaza

.840

70.048995647227170

Minimum

5.212741979279892

Maximum

147.178194596181750

Range

141.965452616901870

Interquartile Range

106.495091765295630

Skewness

1.998

1.014

Kurtosis

3.993

2.619

10.480078192703727

8.043364842972743

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

Lower Bound

-24.127727505283826

Upper Bound

45.087883890691280
.
2.657829828144401

Variance

194.087

Std. Deviation

13.931516571842055

Minimum

2.217604842459509

Maximum

26.564799907507272

Range

24.347195065047764

Interquartile Range
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.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Daub per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.

.

15.100195362146499

4.643204481061224

.323446416717140

Upper Bound

29.876944307575855

5% Trimmed Mean

15.090538289788384

Median

15.013281710923483
86.237

Std. Deviation

9.286408962122447

Minimum

4.953228316087293

Maximum

25.420989710651735

Range

20.467761394564440

Interquartile Range

17.831177120458733

Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.035

1.014

-3.119

2.619

2.176344174191616

1.308464019759377

Lower Bound

-.630032037007697

Upper Bound

4.982720385390929

5% Trimmed Mean

1.389167096918436

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

25.681

Std. Deviation

5.067659357639680

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

18.521875739300473

Range

18.521875739300473

Interquartile Range

Common H

1.225

Lower Bound

Variance

Civic

1.730

1.926484799684704

Skewness

2.875

.580

Kurtosis

8.466

1.121

24.178207370612240

9.508886265934427

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-2.222693358323937

Upper Bound

50.579108099548420

5% Trimmed Mean

23.358727848584476

Median

25.212445752680306

Variance

452.095

Std. Deviation

21.262516080943524

Minimum

5.511252892632697

Maximum

57.595793245091610

Range

52.084540352458910
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Interquartile Range

Elite Ho

36.471494001957050

Skewness

1.070

.913

Kurtosis

1.059

2.000

3.623358606910099

1.659972818562349

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-1.659415756394784

Upper Bound

8.906132970214982

5% Trimmed Mean

3.535909413168376

Median

2.836315863234596

Variance

11.022

Std. Deviation

Plaza

3.319945637124698

Minimum

.774606375064040

Maximum

8.046196326107163

Range

7.271589951043122

Interquartile Range

6.173966870265994

Skewness

.959

1.014

Kurtosis

-.513

2.619

5.823012924277480

3.479862786972398

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-5.251463545016575

Upper Bound

16.897489393571533

5% Trimmed Mean

5.553778592190234

Median

3.399903935492286

Variance

48.438

Std. Deviation

Noble Ho

6.959725573944795

Minimum

.843192393418414

Maximum

15.649051432706935

Range

14.805859039288520

Interquartile Range

12.340354460969841

Skewness

1.400

1.014

Kurtosis

1.434

2.619

1.750267418045789

.193172423992894

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

Lower Bound

.919113560640444

Upper Bound

2.581421275451135
.
1.885772832940331

Variance

.112

Std. Deviation

.334584452976929

Minimum

1.369185062983480

Maximum

1.995844358213558
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Range

.626659295230078

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Marine Shell per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.

.

.000000000000000

.000000000000000

.000000000000000

Upper Bound

.000000000000000

5% Trimmed Mean

.000000000000000

Median

.000000000000000
.000

Std. Deviation

.000000000000000

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.000000000000000

Range

.000000000000000

Interquartile Range

.000000000000000

Skewness

.

.

Kurtosis

.

.

.362201669537376

.229110797660102

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.129192119342237

Upper Bound

.853595458416990

5% Trimmed Mean

.210600128928248

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

.787

Std. Deviation

.887342303773873

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

3.453231070039072

Range

3.453231070039072

Interquartile Range

Common H

1.225

Lower Bound

Variance

Civic

-1.524

.382858227330419

Skewness

3.437

.580

Kurtosis

12.444

1.121

2.025547042954169

1.028922651494343

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

Lower Bound

-.831200216414437

Upper Bound

4.882294302322775
1.962859420552943
.680636848587411

Variance

5.293

Std. Deviation

2.300740992330678

Minimum

.159572441472660
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Maximum

5.019898847657748

Range

4.860326406185088

Interquartile Range

4.286693005225907

Skewness
Kurtosis
Elite Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

-2.645

2.000

.591319545851767

.220141547701347

-.109269109269788

Upper Bound

1.291908200973322

5% Trimmed Mean

.595318636079112

Median

.627311357897876
.194

Std. Deviation

.440283095402694

Minimum

.135230190354742

Maximum

.975425277256574

Range

.840195086901832

Interquartile Range

.797254842086169

Skewness

-.109

1.014

Kurtosis

-5.363

2.619

.591722834551312

.505799649277022

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-1.017957390504065

Upper Bound

2.201403059606689

5% Trimmed Mean

.540965365801077

Median

.134905615799198

Variance

1.023

Std. Deviation

Noble Ho

.913

Lower Bound

Variance

Plaza

.690

1.011599298554043

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

2.097080106606853

Range

2.097080106606853

Interquartile Range

1.640262887854739

Skewness

1.909

1.014

Kurtosis

3.660

2.619

.053693531881705

.053693531881705

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

Lower Bound

-.177331089639003

Upper Bound

.284718153402413
.
.000000000000000

Variance

.009

Std. Deviation

.092999925256933
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Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.161080595645115

Range

.161080595645115

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Obsidian per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.

.

2.827830011678919

.286531439395872

1.915959091025946

Upper Bound

3.739700932331893

5% Trimmed Mean

2.836527012336531

Median

2.906103017597418
.328

Std. Deviation

.573062878791744

Minimum

2.063845131703039

Maximum

3.435268879817802

Range

1.371423748114763

Interquartile Range

1.078935194975105

Skewness

-.765

1.014

Kurtosis

1.269

2.619

2.335384413390182

1.165842116508011

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.165098238310101

Upper Bound

4.835867065090465

5% Trimmed Mean

1.788485194188148

Median

.039316016320096

Variance

20.388

Std. Deviation

4.515287101542731

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

14.514954772416976

Range

14.514954772416976

Interquartile Range

Common H

1.225

Lower Bound

Variance

Civic

1.732

1.914291136652094

Skewness

2.143

.580

Kurtosis

3.712

1.121

4.951467446111026

.707307155637025

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

2.987667955971233

Upper Bound

6.915266936250820

5% Trimmed Mean

4.915945447946844

Median

4.088466537561349

Variance

2.501
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Std. Deviation

1.581586880976412

Minimum

3.430807491662194

Maximum

7.111523367515143

Range

3.680715875852949

Interquartile Range

2.902819658304950

Skewness
Kurtosis
Elite Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

-1.929

2.000

2.171696301123797

.600092398247276

.261934465493003

Upper Bound

4.081458136754591

5% Trimmed Mean

2.219686842856968

Median

2.603611176722336
1.440

Std. Deviation

1.200184796494552

Minimum

.403221592010550

Maximum

3.076341259039965

Range

2.673119667029415

Interquartile Range

2.021958530263178

Skewness

-1.784

1.014

Kurtosis

3.406

2.619

.167694075341640

.097915459933808

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.143916618354846

Upper Bound

.479304769038127

5% Trimmed Mean

.165704893213258

Median

.149791436186204

Variance

.038

Std. Deviation

.195830919867615

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.371193428994153

Range

.371193428994153

Interquartile Range

.353290789838717

Skewness
Kurtosis
Noble Ho

.913

Lower Bound

Variance

Plaza

.703

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

.115

1.014

-5.343

2.619

2.043490892060868

.791607790385424

Lower Bound

-1.362522528131921

Upper Bound

5.449504312253657
.
2.295723448796925
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Variance

1.880

Std. Deviation

1.371104912614889

Minimum

.563782084757903

Maximum

3.270967142627775

Range

2.707185057869872

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Groundstone per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.

.

.198020425748387

.071846887202345

-.030628434974842

Upper Bound

.426669286471615

5% Trimmed Mean

.200937868165886

Median

.224277407505883
.021

Std. Deviation

.143693774404690

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.343526887981780

Range

.343526887981780

Interquartile Range

.262396805975867

Skewness

-1.041

1.014

Kurtosis

2.040

2.619

.163756861881455

.070954714223620

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

.011574135369624

Upper Bound

.315939588393286

5% Trimmed Mean

.139412265720459

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

Common H

1.225

Lower Bound

Variance

Civic

-.800

.076

Std. Deviation

.274806426522986

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.765716454660838

Range

.765716454660838

Interquartile Range

.248609238526246

Skewness

1.520

.580

Kurtosis

.740

1.121

.829035363679430

.120600903223673

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
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Lower Bound

.494193576241630

Upper Bound

1.163877151117230
.821447498817559

Median

.792239246837574

Variance

Elite Ho

.073

Std. Deviation

.269671817756007

Minimum

.539677582958098

Maximum

1.254974711914437

Range

.715297128956339

Interquartile Range

.456154354234279

Skewness

1.059

.913

Kurtosis

1.553

2.000

.218785124859236

.067285089772460

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

.004653939512199

Upper Bound

.432916310206272

5% Trimmed Mean

.218805824329476

Median

.218971420091395

Variance

Plaza

.018

Std. Deviation

.134570179544919

Minimum

.062034091078546

Maximum

.375163568175606

Range

.313129477097059

Interquartile Range

.260591588131839

Skewness

-.007

1.014

Kurtosis

-1.142

2.619

.112390238755460

.067442445028712

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.102241721245455

Upper Bound

.327022198756375

5% Trimmed Mean

.109888530195045

Median

.089874861711722

Variance

.018

Std. Deviation

.134884890057425

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.269811231598395

Range

.269811231598395

Interquartile Range

.247295854554658

Skewness
Kurtosis
Noble Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
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.371

1.014

-3.895

2.619

.295314425349378

.295314425349378

Lower Bound

-.975320993014518

Upper Bound

1.565949843713274

5% Trimmed Mean

.

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

.262

Std. Deviation

.511499588913129

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.885943276048134

Range

.885943276048134

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Bone per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.

.

.937119923622884

.681530568822679

-1.231814517064652

Upper Bound

3.106054364310420

5% Trimmed Mean

.880723071559634

Median

.429548255053641
1.858

Std. Deviation

1.363061137645357

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

2.889383184384254

Range

2.889383184384254

Interquartile Range

2.381811515815011

Skewness

1.525

1.014

Kurtosis

2.017

2.619

.835250223850848

.479172804901067

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.192473229313190

Upper Bound

1.862973677014885

5% Trimmed Mean

.548236134308066

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

3.444

Std. Deviation

1.855828293337329

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

6.836754059471764

Range

6.836754059471764

Interquartile Range

Common H

1.225

Lower Bound

Variance

Civic

1.732

.627860194552559

Skewness

2.836

.580

Kurtosis

8.468

1.121

3.163646931156561

.527581431331714

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
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Lower Bound

1.698846048542377

Upper Bound
5% Trimmed Mean

3.195137496196688

Median

3.271235050189534

Variance

Elite Ho

1.392

Std. Deviation

1.179707944124350

Minimum

1.361273697174822

Maximum

4.399189994416011

Range

3.037916297241188

Interquartile Range

2.099776779348426

Skewness

-.883

.913

Kurtosis

.603

2.000

1.847740255732815

1.207534535611027

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-1.995173565624795

Upper Bound

5.690654077090425

5% Trimmed Mean

1.752971988702343

Median

.994825852458571

Variance

5.833

Std. Deviation

Plaza

2.415069071222053

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

5.401309318014119

Range

5.401309318014119

Interquartile Range

4.060682276111588

Skewness

1.766

1.014

Kurtosis

3.371

2.619

.061865571499026

.061865571499026

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.135018287942304

Upper Bound

.258749430940355

5% Trimmed Mean

.054991619110245

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

Noble Ho

4.628447813770745

.015

Std. Deviation

.123731142998051

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.247462285996102

Range

.247462285996102

Interquartile Range

.185596714497077

Skewness

2.000

1.014

Kurtosis

4.000

2.619

.677521181513480

.379311676799661

Mean
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95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.954525240094430

Upper Bound

2.309567603121390

5% Trimmed Mean

.

Median

.720721573799340

Variance

.432

Std. Deviation

.656987096121159

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

1.311841970741100

Range

1.311841970741100

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Plaster per m3

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

1.225

.

.

.000000000000000

.000000000000000

Lower Bound

.000000000000000

Upper Bound

.000000000000000

5% Trimmed Mean

.000000000000000

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

Civic

-.295

.000

Std. Deviation

.000000000000000

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

.000000000000000

Range

.000000000000000

Interquartile Range

.000000000000000

Skewness

.

.

Kurtosis

.

.

2.571924576381138

1.378124415021018

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

Lower Bound

-.383858323250436

Upper Bound

5.527707476012711
1.846141438088809
.000000000000000

Variance

28.488

Std. Deviation

5.337452908378243

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

18.207945642024196

Range

18.207945642024196

Interquartile Range

2.430845887812183

Skewness

2.470

.580

Kurtosis

5.534

1.121
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Common H

Mean

4.466265776880649

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

1.058034729595141

Upper Bound

7.874496824166156

5% Trimmed Mean

4.417871342977746

Median

4.424139515818173

Variance

Elite Ho

7.534

Std. Deviation

2.744889963964466

Minimum

1.227970832598239

Maximum

8.575660531415320

Range

7.347689698817081

Interquartile Range

4.773533684450083

Skewness

.650

.913

Kurtosis

.822

2.000

2.295696214233873

1.041836428452699

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-1.019892278205239

Upper Bound

5.611284706672985

5% Trimmed Mean

2.294849162744409

Median

2.288072750828704

Variance

4.342

Std. Deviation

2.083672856905399

Minimum

.104676537170816

Maximum

4.501962818107266

Range

4.397286280936451

Interquartile Range

3.945728357488320

Skewness
Kurtosis
Plaza

1.227552110036299

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.011

1.014

-4.239

2.619

1.050489050327971

.969757303393659

Lower Bound

-2.035711496878928

Upper Bound

4.136689597534869

5% Trimmed Mean

.947515949513535

Median

.123731142998051

Variance

3.762

Std. Deviation

1.939514606787318

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

3.954493915315780

Range

3.954493915315780

Interquartile Range

3.027736007985861

Skewness

1.979
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1.014

Kurtosis
Noble Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

.355104022457149

.191409519667886

-.468464669841913

Upper Bound

1.178672714756211
.

Median

.166320363184463

Variance

.110

Std. Deviation

.331531013117132

Minimum

.161080595645115

Maximum

.737911108541869

Range

.576830512896753

Interquartile Range

.

Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

1.732

1.225

.

.

.670996552072815

.234650393241068

Lower Bound

-.075765724930557

Upper Bound

1.417758829076188

5% Trimmed Mean

.646280803510477

Median

.448554815011766

Variance

Civic

2.619

Lower Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

Slate per m3

3.925

.220

Std. Deviation

.469300786482137

Minimum

.412769026340608

Maximum

1.374107551927121

Range

.961338525586513

Interquartile Range

.730507174168948

Skewness

1.986

1.014

Kurtosis

3.951

2.619

.253184127377568

.093198601510996

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

.053293007524228

Upper Bound

.453075247230908

5% Trimmed Mean

.211553453247014

Median

.000000000000000

Variance

.130

Std. Deviation

.360956631541911

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

1.255720389105117

Range

1.255720389105117

Interquartile Range
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.471792195841152

Common H

Skewness

1.718

.580

Kurtosis

3.218

1.121

2.323316013635949

.498444861023339

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

.939411219036704

Upper Bound

3.707220808235193

5% Trimmed Mean

2.274797067107809

Median

1.901374192410177

Variance

Elite Ho

1.242

Std. Deviation

1.114556592283621

Minimum

1.436151973253942

Maximum

4.083821091524467

Range

2.647669118270525

Interquartile Range

1.957313800730665

Skewness

1.239

.913

Kurtosis

.773

2.000

.902619121338774

.195366391724711

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

.280876069817888

Upper Bound

1.524362172859661

5% Trimmed Mean

.893179074841711

Median

.817658702865204

Variance

Plaza

.153

Std. Deviation

.390732783449422

Minimum

.555242080899896

Maximum

1.419916998724794

Range

.864674917824897

Interquartile Range

.731656561638907

Skewness

.907

1.014

Kurtosis

-.601

2.619

.557325193198239

.288444122377149

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound

-.360632738341677

Upper Bound

1.475283124738156

5% Trimmed Mean

.548984181879842

Median

.482256091332668

Variance

.333

Std. Deviation

.576888244754298

Minimum

.000000000000000

Maximum

1.264788590127620

Range

1.264788590127620
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Interquartile Range

1.096921131013511

Skewness
Kurtosis
Noble Ho

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean
Median

.488

1.014

-2.410

2.619

.246267133344978

.125307881236994

Lower Bound

-.292889163918496

Upper Bound

.785423430608452
.
.166320363184463

Variance

.047

Std. Deviation

.217039616891280

Minimum

.080540297822558

Maximum

.491940739027912

Range

.411400441205355

Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis
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.
1.433

1.225

.

.

